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I. Introduction

This is a final report of work carried out under

USAF/OSR Contract #77-3410 during the period June, 1977 through

January, 1982. The research was originally devoted to

problems associated with large amplitude ion waves and was

under the direction of Professor Richard F. Ellis, who was

at that time a member of the Department of Physics and

Astronomy at Dartmouth College. When Professor Ellis left

for the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, the research was

re-directed into the field of high power microwave generation.

Research carried out under the earlier direction is listed

but not discussed in detail in this document. This report

deals largely with the high power microwave research.

The principle result has been the attainment of

multi-hundred KW levels of output power in the middle mmu

wavelength region of the spectrum. This has been accomplished

with a mildly relativistic electron beam-dielectric resonator

combination. All of the work contained in the remainder of

this report is devoted to one or another aspect of these

Cerenkov radiation sources. Recent experimental results are

contained in the paper by S. Von Laven, et al., which has

also appear-ad in Applied Physics Letters, (41(5), 408 (1982).

Other papers contained herein address theoretical

matters and variations of the basic device, which could prove

important. Among these I might mention in particular the

Cerenkov amplifier calculations of Capt. D. Wise. Experimental

verification of some of the predictions contained in that

I section have now been completed.
-.:3'.-
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II. Personnel Suportedin Part byUSAF/OSR Contract 77-3410.

In addition to the Principal Investigator and the

Senior Research Associate (Mr. Robert W. Layman), the

following have received at least part of their support from

this contract. Listed are the names, date of degree, and

present affiliations.

Richard Majeski, Ph.D. 1979, University of Maryland.

Elizabeth Marden-Marshall, Ph.D. 1980, Wellesley College.

Scott Von Laven, Ph.D. 1982, KMS Fusion.

Kevin Felch, Ph.D. 1980, Varian Associates.

Douglas Wise, MA 1981, Department of Physics, USA West Point.

John E. Golub, AB 1981, Dept. of Physics, Harvard University.

William B. Case, Research Associate, Dept. of Physics, Grinnell
College.
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Abstract Submitted
For the Twentieth Annual Meeting

Division of Plasma Physics
American Physical Society

October 30 to November 3, 19'78
I 4.8

Subject Category Number 4.8

JBackscattering from Electron Beam-Dielectric
Resonator Combinations. J.E. WALSH, G. CREW, Dartmouth
Colise.*--A hybrid combination of stimulated Cerenkov

j and Raman Scattering processes can be used to produce
coherent radiation. The relation between the frequency
of an incident, wp, and a scattered, ws, photon is:

w = 1(1 + On)/(l - On)1 (1)

where 0 = v/c and n is the index of refraction of a
dielectric resonator. Equation (1) is valid both above
and below the Cerenkov threshold. The apparent sing-
ularity at Bn = 1 will be controlled either by
electron recoil or dispersion of the medium. When an
electron beam is used four parametric processes are
possible. The gain for each is similar and is given
by:

r = 2(n2/Y3 ) 8p s/W /S/n + 1) , (2)

where 8 is the pump induced velocity modulation and
is the beam plasma frequency.

*Work supported in part by U.S. Army Grant #DAAG39-78-

C-0032 and in part by AFOSR Grant #77-3410
4
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Abstract submitted for the Please refer to "Last Call
1979 IEEE INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON PLASMA SCIENCE for Papers" announcement for

June 4-6, 1979 instructions in preparing
ycur abstract.

A Cerenkov-Raman Radiation Source. K. BUSBY,
K. FELCH, R.W. LAYNA4N, J.E. WALSH, Dartmouth College.*
-Stimulated Raman Scattering from an electron beam in
a dielectric medium shows a number of interesting and
potentially useful features I. In a dielectric the
particle velocity can exceed the speed of light and . Subject category number:
hence there are two possible dispersion curves along
which energy and momentum can be conserved. Further-
more, in the neighborhood of the Cerenkov velocity
threshold very large Doppler shifts can be obtained
and thus this interaction can be the basis of a short Prefer oral session
wavelength radiation source.

In order to test the potential of such a . ( ) Prefer poster session
device an experiment which uses a mildly relativistic • (x) No preference
electron beam, a dielectric resonator, and a rippled
magnetic field for a pump wave has been constructed. . ( ) Special requests for
The transverse component of the magnetic field is placement of this
approximately 300 G which implies an effective pump abstract
wave intensity of 20 MW/cm 2.

With beam voltages between 100 -nd 200 KV and
beam currents in the 1OA range, operation in the
lower and middle part of the mm wave length region of
the spectrum is anticipated. The performance of the
device will be discussed.

*Work supported in part by U.S. Army Grant #DAAG39-78-
-C0032 and in part by U.S.AFOSR Grant # 77-3410 . Submitt by:

1. J.E. Walsh, G. Crew, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 23, 748, ('/)
(1978)

"I John E. Walsh

(same name typewritten)

Department of Physics

(full address)

Wilder Hall

Dartmouth College

Hanover, N.H. 03755

* I am member of the Committee

Appendix III on Plasma Science and Appli-
cations:
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fhysics and Astronomy Abstract Submitted Suggested title of
lassification Scheme for the Washington Meeting of the session -

'Number American Physical Society Electron Be-Ts - ,'i
Free-Electron Lasers

April 23-26, 1979

Stimulated Raman Scattering from Electron Beans
In Dielectric Resonators. K. BUSBY, K. FELCH, R.W.
LAYMRN, J.E. WALSH, Dar-mznuth College.*--The addition
of a dielectric resonator to an electron beam Raman
scattering experiment can dramatically shorten the wave-
length of the output radiation. ell above the guide
cutoff frequency the output wavelength X. is.

ks = Xp (1- $0n)/a o

where Xp is the pump ripple length and ao is average
electron beam velocity. A combination Cerenkov-Ranan
scattering experiment has been designed to test this
reduction. We use a tubular dielectric resonator and a
rippled magnetic field as a pump field. The effective
Intensity of the punp field is approximately 20 1I/om2 .
This together with electron beam voltages and currents
of 100-200 KV and 10 A respectively will lead to stinu-
lated Cerenkov-Raman growth lengths of .2-.5 ci 1 . The
device performance will be discussed.

*Work supported in part by U.S. Army Grant #fDAAG39-78-
4 C-0032 and in part by U.S.AFOSR Grant # 77-3410

Submitted by:

Prefer Oral Session (,

JohnE. Walsh
Dartmouth CollegeAppendix II Hanover, N.H. 03755



AostraCt ucmitteo

For the Twenty-first Annual Meeting
Division of Plasma Physics
November 12 to 16, 1979

Subject Category Number 4.8

Raman Backscatterina Frm Electron Beam-
DielectricResonators. J.E. WALSH, D. ARION, K.
BUSBY, and K. FELCH, Dartmouth Colleae.*--It
has been demonstrated experimenta1ly and shown
theoretically that the addition of a tubular
dielectric resonator to a conventional electron
beam-Raman backscattering experiment, results
in a reduction of the energy reauirid to
produce radiation of a given wavelength. The

I magnitude of the reduction will depend upon the
filling factor and the relative dielectric
constant of the loading material. It is
therefore possible to use modest (100-200 KV)

electron beams, a dielectric resonator, and a
static magnetic field pump to achieve the
kinematic conditions required for operation in
the submillimeter region of the electromagnetic
spectrum. Several problems associated with the
goal of producing a relatively compact,
coherent, tunable submillimeter source will be
discussed, including beam quality requirements,
- eam to resonator coupling, and gain.
Supported in part by US AFOSR Grant #77-3410.

1K. Busby, K. Felch, R.W. Layman, and J.E. L-
Walsh, 1979 IEEE COPS--Conf. Record, pg. 107.
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Abstract Submitted
For the Twenty-first Annual Meeting

Division of Plasma Physics
November 12 to 16, 1979

Subject Category Number 4-8

Generation of Millimeter Microwaves
Using the Cerenkov Interaction. K. Felch, K.
Busby, J.E. Walsn, and R.W. Layman, Dartmouth
College. --Earlier experiments involving the
Cerenkov interaction between a relativistic
electron beam and a dielectric loaded waveguide
yielded 6 mm microwaves. These experiments
indicated that microwaves of significantly
shorter wavelengths might be possible using the
same procedures. The present experiments
extend the previous attempts into the 3 mm
range. Methods by which shorter wavelengths
are achieved using the Cerenkov interaction and
the short wavelength limit of such techniques
will be discussed. Results of the latest
experimental investigations will be presented.

*Work supported in part by U.S. Army Grant

#DAAG39-78-C-0032 and in part by U.S. AFOSR
Grant #77-3410.
1K. Felch, K. Busby, J.E. Walsh, and R.W.

Layman, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 23, 749 (1978).
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Abstract Submitted
For the Twenty-first Annual Meeting

Division of Plasma Physics
November 12 to 16, 1979

Subject Category Number 1.3 Waves in Nonuniform Plasmas

Growth of a Coherent Drift Instability in a
Weakly Ionized Argon Plasma. "" B.E. HLkRDEN-MARSHALL,
R.F. ELLIS"* and J.E. WALSH, Dartmouth College.-- A
nonlocal cylindrical model, using arbitrary density pro-
files, is used to predict frequency, growth rate and
radial shape of the collisional drift instability. The
effects of an arbitrary radial electric field are inclu-
ded in both the electron and ion fluid equations and are
found to be destabilizing. Comparison is made with a
weakly ionized argon plasma for which
n- 1010 cm- 3 B , 1 - 2KG Te-" 2eV po- limT
Experimentally, wave onset occurs when a positive DC
bias is placed on a grid which separates the source re-
gion from the strong magnetic field region of the linear
plasma device1 . This bias is believed to sever the
stable source region from the inherently unstable strong
field re&ion, thereby allowing the waves to grow. By
pulsing the grid we can trace the evolution of the wave
shape, radial profiles, and system parameters as the
f nstability grows.
W. Gekelman and R. Stenzel, R.S.I, 46, 1386 (1975).
*Work supported in part by Research Corporation and

USAF/OSR Grant 077-3410.
**Present address: Department of Physics, University of

Maryland, College Park, MD 20742.
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Cerenkov Amplifiers*. D. WISE, J. WALSH,
Dartmouth College--A Cerenkov amplifier consists of
a tubular dielectric waveguide, a mildly relativistic
electron beam, and input/output coupling structures.
When the system is operated in the collective regime,
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spectrum, both wide band moderate gain, .5 - 1,
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A High Power Cerenkov Microwave Source.* S. Von
Laven, J. Branscum, J. Golub, R. Layman and J. Walsh,
Dartmouth College. An electron beam-driven dielectric-
lined waveguide has produced 30-100 kilowatts of
coherent radiation over an octave band on the TM01
mode of the waveguide. Operation on the TM02 mode has
been realized as well. Impedance mistmatches at the
ends of the liner section provide a reflected signal,
which undergoes amplification during successive passes.

This work employes a pulsed, 1-40 ampere beam
of 100-250 keV electrons directed along the axis of
a dielectric-lined circular waveguide I.

The pulse duration is about four microseconds.
Quartz (eps=3.78), stycast (eps=5), and boron nitride
(e0s=4.2) liners of several thicknesses have been
employed.

For most dielectric liners used, the fundamental
output frequency is near the frequency at which the
phase velocity of the TM01 mode is synchronous with the
beam. Data will be presented for several liners in 12.5
mm diameter waveguide. A large systematic error is noted
for the case of the 3 mm quartz liner. A surface charge
build-up on the quartz is suspected of decelerating the
beam to velocities synchronous with the observed output.
The problem nearly disappears for 2 mm quartz. The
longitudinal electric field associated with the 1 mm
liner geometry is too weak to give good coupling for
moderate beams.

The output power is found to increase as the square
of the beam current in the 1-10 ampere range for the 2mm
quartz liner, again in 12.5 mm diameter waveguide. In a
separate, absolute measurement with the same liner
geometry, a 12-ampere, 115 kilovolt beam generated 30
kilowatts of radiation at 50 Ghz. Powers up to 100
kilowatts were obtained at lower frequencies for 3 mm
thick boron nitride in the 12.5 mm diameter waveguide.
Power is often sufficient to cause atmospheric
breakdown in X-band waveguide.

The range of frequencies obtainable on a single
mode has reached nearly an octave. In some of the 12.5
mm diameter waveguide experiments and in a 9.5 mm wave-
guide experiment, it has been possible to suppress the
TM01 mode and observe coupling to the T1102 mode.
Frequencies between 100 and 120 Ghz have been attained.
The power Is probably less than that obtainable on the
TMOI mode, but still significant. Lower levels of
output have been obsered through a 200-CGhz filter with
the 2 mm quartz liner, 12.5 mm waveguide.

Discrete cavitv modes are observed rather than a
continuous waveguide snectrum. The Q ot the liner
section itself is an 2'pult A1 paramcter. Reduced
reflectivity ac either end raises the voltage threshold
for output.

*Work supported by AFOSR Contract # 77-3410D.
1K.L. Felch, K.O. Busby, R.W. Layman, D. Kapilow and
I.E. Walsh, App ] Ph%-. !e"tr. 'I , l (Q
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CERENKOV AND CERENKOV-RAMAN RADIATION SOURCES

JOHN E. WALSH

INTRODUCTION

Cerenkov radiation I  takes its name from P.A.

Cerenkov whose pioneering experimental research clearly

established the nature of the electromagnetic radiation

produced by a charged particle when it moves with

superluminal velocity in a dielectric medium. The electron

sources used by Cerenkov were weak and thus he studied the

radiation produced by single particles (spontaneous

emission). The analysis of Frank and Tamm2 also applied to

the single electron case. We will be concerned in this

paper with a tutorial discussion of practical radiation

sources which make use of the Cerenkov process and hence we

will be interested in stimulated as well as spontaneous

Cerenkov emission. The former one of these is like the

latter a potential source of short wavelength radiation.

Cerenkov's original experiments were in the visible range of

d
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the spectrum and more recently it has been demonstrated that

a highly relativistic electron beam-noble gas combination is

a bright incoherent source of radiation in the vacuum

3ultraviolet region . In other experiments mm wavelength

Cerenkov radiation has been obtained4 ,5,6 it is of

interest therefore, to consider the possibility of

constructing Cerenkov lasers over the entire range of the

electromagnetic spectrum for which suitable dispersive

materials can be found.

Cerenkov radiation can be thought of as a decay

process in which an electron moving through a dielectric

emits a photon and drops to a lower energy state. We will

also be interested in a related process where an electron

either scatters an incoming photon or emits two photons.

Unlike Cerenkov radiation which has no vacuum counterpart

the first of these is analogous to Compton scattering. The

dynamics of the scattering are, however, both complicated

and enriched by the presence of the dielectric. In a

Cerenkov oscillator or amplifier the single electron is

replaced by a beam whose intensity is sufficient to cause

stimulated emission. A related device in which an electron

beam in a dielectric interacts with an incident photon beam,

can be imagined. If the electron beam is intense enough to

support collective plasma oscillations the incident photons

scatter off of these and the device would be called a

Cerenkov-Raman laser or maser. As the wavelength of the

scattered photon is decreased the electron beam loses its

collective nature and the scattering becomes a single

particle process. Stimulated scattering still occurs in

this limit, however, and aevices operating in this range are

designated Gerenkov-Compton radiation sources. The

HBHHa i •la n • Hi H ii •• i1
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definition of the division between Cerenkov-Raman and

Cerenkov-Compton devices adopted here is consistent with

that used for devices 7 operated without a dielectric.

As is the case with straight Cerenkov sources,

Cerenkov-Raman or Compton devices are in principle capable

of working at wavelengths as short as the visible or vuv

regions of the spectrum . At the present time, however,

4I practical devices have been operated in the mm range8 . A

primary purpose of these tutorial notes is to explore in

some detail the criteria which must be met if short

I wavelength operation is to be achieved.

The notion that superluminal velocity charged

particles could be used as a radiation source is quite old.

heaviside 9  in 1889 and Sommerfield1 0  again in 1904 solved

j for the electromagnetic fields produced by a charged

particle moving with greater than light velocity. Both of

J these analyses preceded special relativity and assumed that

it was possible for a particle to have a velocity greater

i than that of light in a vacuum. If, however, the velocity

of light c is replaced by c over the index of refraction n,

their solutions are consistent with the work of Frank and

Tamm2 . There are also some scattered observations of

Cerenkov radiation. M. Curie in 1911 deduced that one

component of radiation produced in the walls of a glass

container containing radioactive materical was due to the

presence of high speed electrons, and Mallett 12 in 1926

performed several related experiments. Taken as a whole,

however, none of the early work was sufficiently complete or

correct to jeopordize the position of Cerenkov and of Frank

and Tam as the founders of the subject of Cerenkov

I radiation.

I
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Following this original1 '2 work a very large number

of papers devoted to the subject have been written. A I

review article by Bolotovskii 13 contains over four hundred

references. Much of the emphasis in this work was on the

application of Cerenkov radiation to the production of

useful radiation sources in the millimeter, the I
submillimeter and the far infrared regions of the

electromagnetic spectrum. Almost every concievable electron

beam dielectric structure combination has been analyzed.

It is, of course, not practical to propagate an

electron beam through a solid dielectric and hence

particular importance is attached to the radiation produced

by electrons moving along the axis of a channel in a

dielectric. Ginzburg 14 , analyzed a number of these problems

in detail. He found that in addition to the fact that

spontaneous Cerenkov emission is relatively weak in all

regions of the spectrum below the visible 15 , there is not

surprisingly also a relation between the size of the channel

and the wavelength of the radiation produced. One method of

circumventing the relative weakness of the process at longer

wavelengths is to bunch the electrons. If the scale 1 6

length of the bunch is small compared to the wavelength the

radiation intensity is increased by the square of the numb-'r

of electrons in the bunch. A number of experiments using

this technique were performed. Notable amoung these were

the experiments of Coleman4 and of Lashinksy 5 . In all of

the analyses and experiments mentioned the electron beam

intensity and dielectric resonator designs were such that

stimulated emission was not a factor.

Most, although not all of the early work was devoted

to straight Cerenkov radiation. The problem of the

0
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radiation produced by an oscillator moving through a

dielectric was, however, analyzed by Frank1 7 and a later

analysis of this and similar problems with emphasis on its

18
use as a radiation source was performed by Ginzburg . In

the latter work expressions for the power radiated by both

sub and superluminal oscillators were given. More recently

in a series of publications Schneider and Spitzer1 9 have

analyzed the problem of photon-electron scattering in a

dielectric medium. All of these analyses were devoted to

single particle spontaneous emission processes.

The efficient production of stimulated Cerenkov or

stimulated Cerenkov-Raman radiation requires electron beam

densities and velocities which are in excess of those

required by conventional microwave tubes. This is the

primary reason why these mechanisms have not yet been used

in practical radiation sources. However, the need for high

power coherent sources in the shorter part of the millimeter

range and for high or moderate power tuneable coherent

sources in the submillimeter and far infrared regions of the

spectrum has led to some acceptance of electron beams with

parameters which are more than adequate for the production

of stimulated Cerenkov radiation. An intense electron beam

has been used to produce megawatt levels of radiation20 and

an electron beam generator similar to that used in high

power klystrons has been used to produce both stimulated

Cerenkov 6  and stimulated Cerenkov-Raman8 radiation. The

details of these experiments will be discussed elsewhere 22 .

The remaining sections of these notes will be aevoted to

exploring the fundamental principles of device operation.

I
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KINEMATIC CONSTRAINTS ON CERENKOV AND

CERENKOV-COMPTON SCATTERING

A number of useful conclusons can be drawn from an

analysis of the constraints which energy and momentum

mm submm fir

, Icm 3mm Imm lop I/

I I 11(1 I I

Conventional Rman Stanford Free
IL Wave Tubes Sources Electron Loser

Gyrotrons

Carcinotrons
Fig. 1. Free electron radiation sources.

conservation impose on Cerenkov and Cerenkov-Compton

scattering. In order to see why this is so we consider the

diagramatic representation of a section of the

electromagnetic spectrum shown in Fig. I. On the left we

have conventional microwave tubes. These were developed

during an earlier effort to overcome the difficulties

encountered when attempts were made to develop radiation

sources in the cm wavelength range. They are all

characterized by the fact that at least one critical

dimension, 1, is of the order of the operating wavelength

Ao"
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If an attempt is made to simply extend the

successful microwave devices down in wavelength a number of

fundamental difficulties 2 3'24 become apparent. The quality
factor, Q, of any (closed) resonator drops as A 1/2 and

furthermore as the resonator volume decreases power density

increases and heat dissipation becomes a severe practical

problem. Furthermore, if we choose I >> X0 the resonator Q

must rise at least as fast as (k/A 0 )3 if the modes are to

be resolved. In two and one dimensional resonators this

restriction becomes (/Xo )2 and (/X ) respectively. Thus

open resonators will be an advantage if we require Xo << 1.

Clearly however, something other than resonator geometry

alone must determine the operating wavelength A o for an
electron beam device if it is to operate at Ao much less

than say one mm.

In a conventional laser A 0 is, of course, set by

atomic or molecular structure. For the short wavelength

free electron sources mentioned on Fig. I several different

techniques are used to fix the wavelength. The Stanford25

free electron laser and the stimulated Raman scattering

experiments performed at the Naval Research Laboratory26 and

at Columbia University2 7 use the relativistic doppler shift.

hence Ao in those experiments is set by the wavelength of an

incoming (pump) source (a static rippled or helical magnetic

field with wavelength Xp) and the beam energy. This is a

good technique since it does not rely on resonator geometry

but suffers from the disadvantage that X goes down

approximately as the inverse of the electron beam energy

squared and short Ao operation requires large beam energies.

In the gyrotron, wavelength is determined by the cyclotron

resonance. These are prime candidates for mm wavelength

IA3r~L I
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tubes but operation at wavelengths below one am requires

very large magnetic fields. The carcinotron is essentially

a backward wave oscillator. The wavelength in these is set

by geometry and because of this carcinotrons are probably

the ultimate straightforward2 8 extension of microwave tubes.

ENERGY-MOMENTUM CONSERVATION FOR CERENKOV SCATTERING. By

considering the kinematics of Cerenkov radiation we will be

able to determine the extent to which this mechanism can

determine a value for X which is much less than L. A

quantum view of the radiation process is shown sc?-ietical

in Fig. 2a. Applying the laws of conservation o. energy and

momentum and subsequently eliminating the momentum we

obtain:

fiw [fiw(n 2-1) + Eo( ncos e c- 1  
= 0 (1)

where,

S0 0

is the initial electron velocity measured in units of the

light velocity and Eo  the electron energy is in the

conventional notation:

Edn yomC2 (2a)

Y0 - 1/(-02)i (2b)

The index of refraction, n(w), may depend upon frequency.

If 0 n < I the only solution of Eq. (1) is w - 0. When the

beam velocity exceeds the Cerenkov threshold, Bon - I,

however, the Cerenkov decay process is allowed and we find:

100
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cose 1/8 n + fiw(n -1)/Eo (3)
C 00

The second term on the right hand side of Eq. 3 is very

small at any possible w and hence in regions where n is

frequency independent the emission threshold is also

frequency independent. In the absence of dispersion we will

(a) /

k P

(b)

n(W)

Fig. 2. a). Cerenkov scattering. b). Emission for 8nR>l.

also find that the emission spectrum varies slowly with

frequency. One method whereby the emission spectrum can be

narrowed depends upon the rise in index of refraction near

an absorption line. This is illustrated in Fig. 2b. The

fact that the emission is near an absorption line means of



course that a good deal of the emitted radiation can be

reabsorbed. It is a technique which has been used in

particle counting applications29 and in producing bright

incoherent vuv radiation. Furthermore, elementary

calculations indicate that strong stimulated emission can be

obtained in the vuv from an electron beam noble gas

combination30 . There is as yet no experimental verification

of this latter prediction, a fact which is due in part to

the great practical difficulties.

CERENKOV SCATTERING IN BOUNDED MIEDIA. There are highly

transparent solid materials available over much of the

spectrum shown in Fig. 1. These can be configured in a wide

variety of electron beam dielectric resonator combinations.

Some of these have been tested experimentally20 ,2 1 and found

to work. Since they also show promise of working in the

middle of the spectral range shown in Fig. 1 where moderate

4 and high power sources are not now available, we will

concentrate much of our discussion on this approach. Shown

in Fig. 3 is a sketch of a dielectric tube waveguide and the

dispersion curve for a TM guide mode. This mode is chosen

in order to conform to the symmetry of the classical picture

of Cerenkov radiation in an infinite dielectric which is

that of a wake of radiation propagating at cone angle e c.
A detailed analysis of this problem is

straightforward but quite complicated in detail.

Fortunately, however, it is possible to deduce the most

important conclusions with the aid of simple qualitative

arguments. First we see that if On > I there will be a

coupling between an electron moving along the axis of the

tube and the guide mode. Furthermore, due to the fact that
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there is a unique relation between w and k the Cerenkov

emission will occur at a discrete frequency given by:

I w = c kO (4)

Wi Slope Ie

I/n

W Coupling L b

CkIckn

Fig. 3. Dispersion and coupling in a dielectric resonator.

Provided the guide modes are resolved with respect to

transverse wave number, a series of lines, one for each

mode, will be produced. As the emission occurs one can

imagine the electron moving along the dispersion curve

toward higher w and k until the coupling is so reduced that

emission no longer occurs. Treatment of the coupling is not

j' 7 10*
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a purely kinematic process and hence it will be deferred

until a later section.

Another important conclusion can be reached with the

aid of Fig. 3. The cutoff frequency (w co) will depend

inversely upon the wall thickness d and the square of the

index' of refraction of the material (n2 = ). Hence:

= 1/d(c-1) (5)
co

and in general,

w Q/d( 2E-1) (6)

The frequency at which the interaction occurs can be

controlled both by d and by 02C. Thus insofar as kinematic

constraints are concerned we have achieved conditions such

that X, the wavelength of the frequency produced can be much

less than the characteristic dimension 2a. Furthermore, by

judiciously combining the use of d and 02C some control

over the separation of different transverse modes can be

obtained. Before the choice of all parameters is made,

however, the coupling must be investigated.

CERENKOV-COMPTON SCATTERING. Shown in Fig. 4 are sketches

of two possible Cerenkov-Compton (electron photon scattering

in a dielectric) scattering processes. In the first of

these, Fig. 4a, S o < 1/n and the event is analogous to

ordinary Compton scattering in that an incident photon kp

(for pump) scatters off an electron which drops to a lower

energy as it emits a photon ks . There is, however, a very

important difference. Application of the laws of energy
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Fig. 4. Cerenkov-Compton scattering, On <I .

and momentum conservation lead to the conclusion that:

W +0 ° n(w )cos6
-- _ . 0 _ P p (7)
W p 1-0o n( s )C°Se s

Hence w s becomes arbitrarily large as 0 on( ,,ws) +l. When

electron recoil and or dispersion are included the frequency

shift becomes finite but still very large in this same

limit. Thus unlike similar stimulated scattering

devices 10 ,2 6 ,2 7  which operate without a dielectric,

extremely high energies are not a prerequisite for large w.s
and hence this is a conclusion of some practical

sinfcneThe presence of the medium makes possible O n > I

~and thus there are scattering processes which have no vacuum

analog. These are shown in Fig. 4b. Application of the
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conservation laws in this case leads to the relation:

ws  a° n(w p)cose p+18= (8)
Wp 80 n(w )cos8s-1

for which comments similar to those made for Fig. 4a may be

made in the limit $on( w s) -1. There is, however, one

difference, as 8on( ws ) -1 from above unity the solution to

the conservation equation moves into the complex plane and

the process as expected, becomes forbidden.

If the effects of dispersion are included, multiple

roots of Eqs. 7 and 8 can be obtained 1 7' 18 ' 19. These will

be of some importance both in gasses when w . is near an

absorption line and in the case where a dielectric waveguide

is used to support the wave. Before analyzing the waveguide

case, however, a very important practical modification to

the scattering processes should be considered.

4

THE ZERO FREQUENCY PUMP. It might be ataticipated that an

intense source of incident, "pump", photons would be

required if a useful level of stimulated radiation at w. is

to be produced. This would be an important practical

limitation if it were not for the fact that a rippled or

helical static magnetic field with wavelength Xp will

serve 3' as well. This so called zero frequency pump ( p W

0, kp - 2 w/X p), which is also used in the vacuum version of

stimulated scattering sources, is capable of providing

enorous equivalent pump power in the rest frame of the

electron.

Analysis of the kinematic relations which lead to

Eqs. 7 and 8 with the assumption that wp is now zero leads

3o
V.
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immediately to:

- co Cose (9a)wop
l -o n(w )cosea

and,

cBok cosep
O p (9b)s Bon(ja)cose8-l

for the subluminal and superluminal cases respectively. The

advantages of a zero frequency pump thus apply to the

Cerenkov-Compton processes. A further advantage not

available in a vacuum is that now kp can be chosen in order

to get good depth of modulation. The frequency shift is

controlled independently by Oon(Ws).

CERENKOV-COMPTON SCATTERING IN A WAVE GUIDE. The motion

imparted to an electron by the pump is primarily transverse

and hence this motion can couple to the TE modes of a guide.

Shown in Fig. 5 is a sketch of the dispersion relation for a

partially filled guide3 2 which is bounded by metal walls.

Also shown are the bean line cko for the case on < I and the

zero frequency pump which is designated as a horizontal line

segment of length kp. It is clear from the diagram how the

pump makes up the momentum difference between a beam mode

and the scattered mode. Furthermore, it is also clear that

there will in general be two solutions to the kinematic

relations and a beam energy threshold below which the

scattering process is forbidden. A sketch of the beam

energy versus trequency curve is also shown on Fig. 5.

3
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Comments made in a previous section regarding the

role of d and e in controlling the frequency of the

fundamental mode generally apply to the Cerenkov mode as

@ Slope I I/n

*Vb

ck,,

Fig. 5. Cerenkov-Compton scattering in a dielectric
resonator.

well. There is one further significant difference. When

w/ck < 1 the fields in the vacuum region must evanesce away

from the dielectric (Fig. 6) and although some control over

the decay length can be maintained by using large energy

electron beams it will ultimately lead to weak coupling at

large w. When Cerenkov-Compton scattering is used, however,

we can also couple to waves with w/ck > I and hence to

fields which peak rather than evanesce in the region of the

I|
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ck

Fig. 6. Axial field strength w/ck Z I

electron. The advantage of the dielectric is not lost in

this operating regime because the point where w/ck I will

still depend upon (d2( C- I))- 1/ 2 and the point near Bn - I

will still produce large frequency shifts at beam energies

which are comparatively modest. The preceding discussion is

primarily aimed at the regime Son < I since there are

practical advantages to operating with lower beam energies.

Devices need not be restricted to this region, however,

33
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since the cross section for the process becomes large for

both Son § 1. Analysis of the related dynamical processes

will show that gain can be achieved in both regimes.

CONCLUSIONS. We can conclude from the kinematic arguments

presented in the preceding sections that one requirement for

producing a high frequency free electron device, I >> Ao,

can be met by Cerenkov and Cerenkov-Compton devices.

Whether those possibilities are realized will depend also on

the electron dynamics and the parameters of the electron

beam used to drive the device. This will be taken up in the

next sections.

CERENKOV EMISSION RATES

The spontaneous and stimulated emission rates for

Cerenkov radiation can be computed either classically or

quantum mechanically. In the quantum calculation one would

begin with the kinematic constraints discussed previously

and use perturbation theory in the standard way to arrive at

experssions for the emission rates. When the recoil terms

(fi w/E o ) are small however, the resulting expressions are

independent of 'h. This is true in both the nonrelativistic

and the extreme relativistic limit. It is a result of the

fact that the electron is making transitions between

continuum states and does not depend upon an assumption that

there are a large number of photons present. Cerenkov

radiation is thus an essentially classical process, and we

will use classical formalism, haxwell's equations and the

relativistic Vlasov equation, in order to arrive at
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expressions for the emission rates.

SPONTANEOUS CERENKOV EMISSION. The classical picture of

Cerenkov emission is that of a wake produced when the

particle velocity exceeds the speed of light in the medium.

A sketch is shown in Fig. 7. The symmetry of the problem

!
E=(Er,O, Ez)

(0=o, B,O)

I
9C

e

Fig. 7. Cerenkov wake and field components.

immediately dictates which electromagnetic field components,

also stated on Fig. 7, are nonvanishing. Derivations of

explicit expressions for these are readily available and

need not be repeated. we will si-a , summarize the main

conclusions.

If recoil and dispersion are neglected, closed form

expressions for the fields as functions of r and z can be

obtained. These diverge on the shock front defined by the

Cerenkov cone however, and hence they are not the most

useful form for further work. It is better to Fourier

1t.
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transform the charge,

p = -e d(r ) 6(z-vt) (lOa)2w r

and current,

3 v P (lOb)

which results in

P -e 6 (r) 6 (w-kv) (11a)k~w r

and

jk, .W k,w (lb)

and use these as source terms in equations for the scalar

and vector potentials. The equations governing the radial

dependence are then Bessel equations. This in turn suggests

that a Fourier-Bessel expansion is the best way to decompose

the fields. In an infinite medium the lankel transform is

used, and an expression for the work done by the particle on

each component of its own polarization field can be readily

computed. The resulting expression is the well known

formula for the intensity of radiation produced per unit

path length per unit frequency interval:

dL(w) 2 w(i/2 (W))/c 2 (12)
dz e (12)
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Integration of Eq. 12 over all w would result in the total

power lost per unit path length. If dispersion is neglected

however, this expression again diverges. This is a purely

formal difficulty however, since e(w) -* as w - - for any

material and it is obvious that the integral is to be done

only for regions where 82C > 1. As a measure of intensity

per unit w Eq. 12 is accurate even in regions when c(w) is

sensibly constant.

Evaluation of Eq. 12 also readily shows that very

little radiation is produced until w reaches the uv region

of the spectrum. This conclusion is true even if a

substantial beam of electrons is used in place of a single

electron. If a beam of finite cross section is propagated

in a dielectric the power produced per unit length of beam

becomes

dP(w) . el w (ll/02 c(w)) (13)
dz c c

where I is the beam current. If the current is expressed in

amperes and the power density in watts we obtain:

dP(w) 10-8 I(A) 1 (1-1/0 2c) (14)
dz C

watts/cm for the power. Pure spontaneous Cerenkov radiation

is therefore, a weak process throughout the wavelength range

longer than a few tenths of a micron. We will find,

however, that both radiation in a superadiant configuration

and stimulated radiation are potentially strong processes.

Before leaving the topic of spontaneous Cerenkov

'37
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radiation it is useful to point out the differences which

occur in the radiation formulas when a bounded medium is

introduced. In the discussion of Fig. 3 we concluded that

the emission in a dielectric tube was confined to a series

of discrete frequencies, one for each mode. The

discreteness would remain so long as the overall Q was such

that the modes could be resolved. Straightforward extension

of the techniques used in the infinite medium can be used to

obtain

dI_ 2e2  1 (15)
dz a 2  J 2(x o)

for the power emited into a mode whose field dependence is
Jo(xo r/a) where xot is a root of the Bessel function Jos

and a is the guide radius. When a beam of current I is

used, the expression analogous to Eq. 5 becomes:

1 dP _ 2e I (16a)

dz a2  J12 (X o

- 2.88 x 10-12 1(A)/a 21 (xo) (16b)

watts/ampere/cm. Again this is a very small amount of power

but the comments pertaining to changes in the system which

lead to either superadient or stimulated emission lead to

predictions of high available power output.

STIMULATED CERENKOV EMISSION RATES. The early theoretical

and experimental attempts to turn Cerenkov radiation into a

useful source made use of what could be termed pre-bunching.



Clearly if a short (compared to the desired wavelength)

bunch of electrons were used the intensity of the radiation

would increase by the square of the number of electrons in

the bunch. In principle the enhancement could be very large

but in practice it is difficult to produce dense bunches

with a scale length which is short enough to be interesting.

It is better to use the process of stimulated emission. The

scale length in this case is that of the stimulating

radiation.

There are two basic regimes in which the stimulated

process is important. In the first, which pertains to weak

beams, spontaneously emitted photons are trapped in a

resonator and these stimulate further emission. The energy

build-up in this regime will be sensitive to resonator

length and other cavity details and for this reason it will

be defined as the interferential gain regime.3 In order
for subsequent electrons to add energy to the spontaneously

emitted field left by earlier electrons, control of the

overall phasing of beam and radiation must be maintained.

The growth of radiation within the beam is not exponential

and the reaction of the radiation back on the beam in this

regime need not be treated self-consistently.

In the second regime the beam is strong enough to

cause exponential amplification of the spontaneously created

field within the beam itself, and the role of the cavity, if

one is used, is somewhat different. Discussion of the

details of the role played by resonators will be deferred

until a later section. The gain in the exponential regime

is subdivided according to whether the beam can be regarded

as cold (negligible thermal spread) or warm (the thermal

spread affects the gain). We can easily show that the

3r
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decision about whether the beam can be regarded as warm or

cold depends upon the beam density and the wavelength as

well as the velocity spread. Consider a monoenergetic

electron beam which is supporting a slow space charge wave

propagating in the same direction as the beam. Assuming the

fields areweak enough to allow the neglect of nonlinear

effects, the dispersion relation of such a mode is easily

derived with the aid of the equations of motion,

d(Yvz) =e E (17)
dt m z

of continuity,

8n + v- (nv)= 0 (18)

and Poisson's equation,

V • E - -4we (n-n) (19)
0

Fourier transforming we obtain for the slow space charge

mode

3/2
w = kv° - Qb/Yo (20a)

where

2  4wnoe 2/M (20b)

-<)
A'e

MW



is the beam plasma frequency and y.= (1 % ~2)-1/2 is

related to the zero order energy of a beam electron.

The relation between the phase velocity of this mode

and the beam velocity is shown in Fig. 8. Also shown in

Fig. 8 are two typical velocity distributions. In one the

beam and the modes are resolved in velocity and the beam is

approximately "cold". In the other it is not and the beam

Wor

ck 7

Fig. 8. Beam-space charge waves.

is "warm". Measured in the laboratory frame the velocity

difference between the mode and the beam is

AV- %/o32k (21)

If we now consider a beam whose velocity spread is equal to

A v we have a criterion for determining the wave length at

vhich a beam can no longer be regarded as cold. It is

convenient to express this in terms of energy spread:



I

AV cAy/BoYo3  (22)

Equating (21) and (22) and using k =2wX we find a

wavelength,

- 2wcAy/ y3 /2 (23a)
c DbO

which forA,<c defines a cold (warm) beam. If we rewrite

the plasma frequency in terms of beam current we have an

alternative expression

AX 21ra -(23b)

where a is the beam radius, I is the beam current, and

I°  = ec/r°

4is the "current" carried by an electron crossing a classical

electron radius at velocity c and is equal to 17.5 KA.

Discussion of the role of Xc will be continued below.

Emission in the cold limit. The stimulated Cerenkov

emission rate has been derived elsewhere. We will simply

summarize the results of this calculation. The symmetry of

the beam and the fields are the same as that of the

spontaneous case and thus we will have for the equations of

motion:

2[2 + e2 ) _._ - 2 -4w J (24a)

[v~ ) A--"
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and

+ k 2 ]  -47T cp (24b)-- € = -

C

In writing these we have already Fourier transformed in time

and in z (the beam axis coordinate). We have also assumed

that the beam is passing directly through the medium. This

is not realistic for any case except perhaps a gas in the

limit of extreme relativistic beam energy. In a practical

configuration there will be one (or more) beam channels in a

dielectric resonator. The boundary value problem is greatly

complicated by this state of affairs and thus it is

difficult to gain a grasp of the physical situation if all

possible complications are put in at the beginning. We will

assume, therefore, that the beam passes axially through a

cylindrical resonator. The form factors which result when

4practical cases are considered will be discussed further in

the concluding sections.

The charge and current in the cold beam limit may be

computed either with fluid equations or the Vlasov equation.

These depend upon A and *. Expanding the entire set of

equations in a Fourier-Bessel expansion then yields a

dispersion relation:

2 2 % b(w 2-ck/e)

2-Wk2 - 3 2 (25a)
cy 3(w-cks)2

where

-3.
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- c2 (p 2 2 )/ (25b)

is the dispersion of the undriven guide, and p is the radial

wavenumber. In deriving (25) we are also assuming that a

strongly magnetized beam is used. The other quantities have

been defined previously. The dispersion curves in the limit

of zero coupling and finite coupling are shown in Figs. 9a

Coupled 1/n

1/n, Uncoupled.
ok

Synchronism

ck

Fig. 9. Dispersion curves in the cold beam limit.

and 9b. There are four roots, two associated with the beam

space charge modes and two with the unperturbed guide modes.

When 0 < I/n all four roots are real while for B > 1/n we

have a complex conjugate pair of roots. The imaginary part

I
|I



of the frequency (the gain curve) for this limit is also

shown in Fig. 9b. The gain not unexpectedly peaks near the

region of strongest coupling:

Wk =ck (26)

Near this point the dispersion relation reduces

approximately to a cubic and we have

(w- ckO0 ) 3 _ b 2 ckO (1-1/ 2c)/2y - 0 (27)

Since we are on a root of the unperturbed guide mode we also

have:

k = p/( 2 E-1) (28)

Rewriting b 2 in terms of the current and p in terms of the

radius a, (p - xot/a), Eq. 27 can be expressed in terms of

physically more intuitive variables:

((ckl)3 _2 (-I/02C) '  3 (29)
- 0- (C) ;I ay

Thus the gain and the frequency shift on resonance become

21 = 1/3 (1-1/B 2 
)1/6 c (30a)

2 7o
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A(3) (30b)R -(3) i

respectively. The gain and the frequency shift in spatial

units are obtained by dividing Eqs. 30a and 30b by c

Relatively modest electron beam parameters result in

substantial gains. A typical example is given in Table 1.

Table 1

Example of gains calculated for typical beam parameters.

C 2.5 4

Vb(kv) i50 120

Ib(A) 17.5 17.5

tIa .138 .232

Cerenkov emission rate in the warm beam limit. A discussion

of the growth, or stimulated emission rate in the limit

where the beam can no longer be regarded as monenergetic may

also be found in the references.
3 3 Hence the discussion

here will be brief. Assuming that a strong guide magnetic

46m
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field coaxial with the beam direction renders the small

signal motion one dimensional, the equations for the z

components of the vector potential and the gradient of the

scalar potential may with the aid of the equation of

continuity be combined to give one equation for the axial

component of the electric field:

2 2 22 k1___

In the preceding section the charge density p was computed

using the fluid equations, now to account for thermal spread

we will use the Vlasov equation:

af + v f ' + If = 0 (32)
at z az z a-

z

where in writing Eq. 32 we have used a velocity distribution

and incorporated the assumption that the motion of the

particles takes place primarily along the z direction.

Linearizing the Vlasov equation and Fourier

transforming in t and z we obtain in the usual way an

expression for p:

P ine Jv z('f0 /'V) dv (33)

If we substitute for C' from the equation of motion:
z

1

V.
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d _(yvz) -e E (34)

dt m z

and substitute the resulting expression for P in the

equation for Ez we then have

2 _2 (22k21

[V2 + , 2 2  E = (35)
2 z 2 k

c C

afo0 /  zdv E
a-kvz

If a delta function distribution in velocity is assumed the

dispersion relation for the cold beam limit obtained in the

preceding section is recovered. Restricting ourselves to

the opposite limit we may use

_1 P 1 iw6(w-kv) (36)
w-kv u-kv

to obtain for the imaginary part of the frequency:

W i.___.2 82(1-1/82 C) ff(w/k) (37)

= 2ur 3 3(/k)

In obtaining Eq. 37 we have also made use of the condition

for phase synchronism

w - ckO (38)
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and we have ignored the small real part of the beam density

dependent frequency shift.

The exact value of w will depend to some extent on

the detailed shape of f(v z) . However if we assume that its

width in velocity is Av and that it varies smoothly around
-2

its peak the derivative may be replaced with Av . Making

use of the relation between Av and energy spread Ay, the
2

previous definition of w and dividing by c to obtain a

spatial growth rate a we then have:

a 2 
i

) (j)2 (39)

This result can be further reduced by evaluating it

at the wavelength A which represents the crossover between a

warm and a cold beam and by making use of the relation

between w, the transverse wavenumber xo /a and the square of

the sine of the Cerenkov angle (1-1/6 2) . The spatial

growth measured in units of beam radius a then becomes:

aa = o ( (1)2 ( \)(o/ (40)

Examination of Eqs. 39 and 40 shows that operation

of a collective mode device in the submm-fir region of the

spectrum is a realistic possibility. This point will be

addressed further after the emission rate of the Cerenkov-

Raman mode is computed.

,/.V



CERENKOV-RAMAN EMISSION RATE

The procedure for calculation of the emission rate

for the Cerenkov-Raman configuration is similar to that used

in the preceding section. It is however slightly more

involved since in addition to the beam oscillations, and

radiation field we now also have a pump field. The

discussion will be broken iato two parts. In the first the

interaction mechanism will be examined qualitatively and in

the second the equations of motion will be developed in more

detail.

CERENKOV-RAMAN COUPLING. The kinematics of Cerenkov-Compton

scattering were explored in the second section. If the

single electron is replaced by a beam and the photons by

waves the Cerenkov-Raman instability can occur. This comes

about in the following way. The electron beam supports

space charge oscillations. If an electromagnetic wave

propagates either along or counter to the electron beam the

Lorentz force associated with the product of the transverse

velocity imparted to the electrons by the electric field

associated with the wave and the magnetic field of the wave

wili act along the direction of the beam propagation.

A synchronous or resonant coupling between three

waves is possible. Imagine a beam on which there is a space

charge oscillation with axial wave number kb. If a wave

with axi& wave number kp is propagating in the direction

counter to the beam there ir a beat force with wavenumber

ks = kb - kp (41)

p0



This implies that the interaction between a space

charge oscillation and a counterstreaming "pump" wave

generates a scattered wave. We will see that a large

amplitude pump wave can induce growth of both the space

charge and the scattered waves. Because the pump wave is

scattered from a collective beam oscillation the designation

of the process as Raman scattering is appropriate. The

prefix Cerenkov is used because in the present case we are

also examining the process when a dielectric resonator is

used to support the scattered wave. It is meaningful to

consider the scattering in regimes where the beam speed is

either above or below the usual Cerenkov velocity and

perhaps it would be proper to restrict the usage of the

designation Cerenkov-Raman Process to the former limit.

However this would unduly clutter the notation. We will use

the same designation for both limits and differentiate

between subluminal, On <1, and superluminal 8n > 1 where

appropriate.

In order to extract a useful amount of gain from

this interaction the pump field intensity must be very

large. Hence in practice it is best to use a static rippled

or helical magnetic field for the pump. In the rest frame

of the electron this will result in a large transverse

electric field while in the lab frame the pump will have

zero frequency but non zero wavelength Xp 2w/k Temporal

synchronism will require:

i s m Wb (42)

The approximate dispersion relations for the space charge

din
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and scattered modes are

b ckba 
(43a)

and

W = ck /n (43b)

These together with the equation for spatial synchronism

result in

c~k
f -p (44)

s 1-0 n
0

the relation obtained from kinematic considerations in the

second section. Reversal of the pump direction k +-k andp P

the assumption Bn >limmediately results in:

cBk

W_ p (45)s" Bn-l

The kinematic arguments are thus equivalent to phase

matching.

THE DISPERSION RELATION FOR CERENKOV RAMAN SCATTERING. In

order to calculate the gain the dynamics of the interaction

must be considered in more detail. There is now a

transverse as well as a longitudinal current and hence the

appropriate field equations are

*2-
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c Ez

c (W 2_cC2k2/E) p/ck

Again we combine the z component of the vector and scalar

potentials since this will simplify computation of p and J.

In order to exhibit the basic phenomena with a minimum of

complication we will also assume that there are no

transverse spatial variations.

Computation of the current is begun with the

introduction of a Lagrangian:

L = -mc 2(1-2) -eO - A + e (47)

The transverse canonical momentum

= ymcO -- A., (48)
C -

is a conserved quantity. If as is usually the case the beam

enters the interaction region with no initial angular

momentum , = 0 and we have immediately:

C e A,, (49)
ymc

It is convenient to use the ordinary momentum

Pz = 7 (50)

zV



in the z direction and the equation of motion for this

becomes

= m3.( 2 A2

= -eE e A(- (51)

where in obtaining this result we have used the fact that&

is conserved and the assumption that there is no spatial

variation in the transverse direction.

If the transverse vector potential contains both

pump and scattered components the second term on the right

hand side of the equation of motion results in a force with

wave number kb and frequency = 0s. This will drive the

Rpace charge oscillation.

Computation of P and J requires the introduction of

the Vlasov equation. It is best in this equation to use the

mixed set of coordinates p , vZ, z, and t. Linearizing we

'then have:

p-ine JVz (f o /avz)dvzdp (52a)0n W - kv(2a

and

(v( / z) dv zd p
o ineJ ( w k) (52b)

The expression y equals /(1- 2 and as we will see, the

-I-
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wave number k is actually kb.

The expression for p contains a term linear in Ez

obtained earlier for the Cerenkov mode and a nonlinear drive

term which depends upon the ponderomotive potential AL2

The expression for J, contains only nonlinear terms, the

most important one of which is the one resulting from the

product of Ez and M, . This term drives the equation forAkL

at the frequency w s .

Further progress requires evaluation of the

integrals in Eqs. 52. In the wavelength limit where the

beam may be regarded as cold we can assume:

fo(Vz, , z, t) = ) (Vz-v0 )  (53)

and the integrals can be done immediately, yielding for the

nonlinear contributions:

2

NL= ine 2 2 k b  e A__ 2

m y3 (w-kbvo) 2  ymc at (54a)

and

2

NL inoe Y 2 k e A.L E z (54b)

m y3 (w-kbvo) 2  ymc(

The linear terms in P and J simply are absorbed into the

dispersion relation for the uncoupled waves.

The pump field is actually a spatial standing waveI
I
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and hence it has components which vary as exp(±ik pz) . The

component with the positive sign will combine with a term in

.ae vector potential of the scattered wave with a similar

sign to provide a resonant drive for the space charge mode.

In the nonlinear current the pump term with the negative

sign combines with a forward propagating component of the

space charge wave to provide a resonant drive for the

scattered wave.

Defining the magnitude of the relative velocity

modulation provided by the pump as:

-p 2 Ap (55)

ymc

we arrive finally at a pair of coupled equations for the

scattered and space charge waves:

4

i% 2 kby 2(56a)

y3(w-kbvo)
2

_ -b2 2

DIE % kbap2 As  (56b)
z Y 3 (w-kbvo) 2

The symbols DT and DL stand for the linear parts of the

dispersion relations of the scattered (transverse) and space

charge (longitudinal) waves respectiveiy. The former one of

these is:

-z
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T w 2
DT  k2 (57)

2 2

and the latter is:

DL %I- - (58)

y ( kv )

A determinantal equation ior the coupled modes could now be

computed and its roots evaluated. However, in spite of the

many simplifying assumptions made so far this remains a

formidable task. The following procedure will be adopted.

Optimum coupling will occur near the region where

the uncoupled waves are resonant modes, i.e. near where each

satisfies its own linear dispersion relation. Near this

frequency the coupled equations can be rewritten in the

form:

aA -i \ED3 ) (59a)
a i . DT3w) 6

DEz . r ) A (59b)

S

where r denotes the factors which appear as coefficients on

the right hand side of Eqs. (56). We are also now assuming

the mode amplitudes Aa and Ez vary slowly as a result of the

coupling although this is not the same as the original

'577
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definition which included the exponential factors and

tacitly assumed that the amplitudes were constant.

A determinantal equation for Eqs. (59) can now be

formed easily. We find for the imaginary part of the

frequency

w = Y,2 ( sw) p /2y3 /4  (60)

It is also useful to state this in spatial units of the beam

radius

ca - (k a) ( (61)

The growth rate increases as the square root of the

scattered frequency and hence this is an intrinsically short

wave length process provided the beam may be regarded as

cold. As was the case with the pure Cerenkov mode the

growth in the warm limit will decrease with decreasing wave

length and hence the warm-cold transition wavelength

discussed in the earlier sections although not an absolute

limit for device operation is a useful figure of merit for

estimating the high-low gain transition.

CONCLUSIONS

We have derived expressions for the frequency and

the stimulated emission rate for Cerenkov and Cerenkov-RAnan



emission processes. In the limit where the driving electron

beam can be regarded as monoenergetic the growth rate rises

with frequency (as wl3and W1/2 respectively) for both

processes and hence they are both intrinsically short

wavelength interactions. Furthermore, by controlling the

filling factor and the relative dielectric constant of the

dielectric waveguide resonators, practical operation in a

regime where the operating wavelength is much less than the

characteristic transverse dimension of the resonator, has

been achieved. The fundamental limitation to operation of

these devices in the collective regime at short wavelengths

would thus appear to be the electron beam quality. The

dielectric resonator makes use of beams which although

substantial, are nevertheless modest when compared to those

used in other short wavelength free electron radiation

sources. Operation in the lower part of the mmregion of

the spectrum has already been attained and operation in the

subsim regime appears very likely. The basic dielectric

resonator-electron beam technique can most probably be made

to work into the far infrared portion of the electromagnetic

spectrum. The basic physical principles governing free

electron radiation sources operation is very much the same

for all devices. Hence we would expect that in general,

devices such as we have discussed. would work at as short a

wavelength as any other free electron laser.
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CERENKOV AND CERENKOV-RAAN MASERS: EXPERIMENTS

Kevin L. Felch, Kenneth 0. Busby,

Robert W. Layman, and John E. Walsh

INTRODUCTION

A recent series of experiments has shown the

feasibility of producing mm microwaves by two different

methods involving the interaction of a relativistic electron

beam and a dielectrically lined waveguide. The Cerenkov

maser produces coherent radiation by propagating a

relativistic electron beam down a cylindrical waveguide,

with an annular dielectric liner, at a velocity greater than

the speed of light in the dielectric. The use of the

Cerenkov interaction as a source of microwaves was first

introduced by Ginzburg i in 1947, and since then several

other authors have dealt with the problem.2- 4  The first

Cerenkov maser experiments to produce coherent microwaves

were performed at Columbia University by Walsh, Marshall,

and Schlesinger in 1975. 5

I6
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The Cerenkov-Raman maser involves the interaction of

a relativistic electron beam with a magnetic wiggler or

"undulator," as it passes through a dielectrically lined

waveguide. The earliest work6 '7 involved the use of

nonrelativistic electron beams for the amplication of

microwaves. As relativistic field emission, high current

sources became available, the use of undulators for the

production of high frequency coherent microwaves became

possible. 8 -I I  In addition, a series of tenuous electron

beam experiments have been performed on the Stanford

University superconducting linear accelerator.12 All of such

magnetic wiggler experiments fall into the broad category of

free electron lasers. These initial magnetic wiggler

experiments used cylindrical waveguides without dielectric

liners as resonant structures.

Following the suggestions of Ginzburg 13 and of Walsh

and Cre14, we inserted a dielectric liner into the

resonator structure to lower the beam energy required to

4obtain a given output microwave frequency. In the following

we describe the Cerenkov radiation and Cerenkov-Raman

scattering experiments as performed at Dartmouth College.

Theoretical treatments of this specific work may be found in

the references.15-17

THE CERENKOV EXPERIMENTS

The preliminary experiments performed at Columbia

using the Cereikov interaction to produce mm microwaves

yielded microwave powers of I MW at frequencies between 30

and 60 GHz. These experiments employed a 1-10 KA, .5 MeV

electron beam, produced by a field emission diode source.

2
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The beam was directed down a cylirdrical waveguide with an

annular dielectric filler. For these experiments the beam

pulse width was in the 50 nanosecond range and the

repetition rate was on the order of minutes.
18

The conversion efficiency of these experiments was

around .1%. With this figure in mind it was felt that a

cold, lower current beam, similar to those used in present

day klystron technology, might give higher conversion

efficiencies and become more of an actual mm microwave tube.

Using these ideas as a guideline, a relativistic

electron beam accelerator was constructed at Dartmouth

College, providing an electron beam capable of multi-

microsecond pulses and high repetition rates. A schematic

of the accelerator is shown in Figure 1. The cathode is

either a dispenser or a barium oxide-coated cathode, which

provides a solid, cylindrical electron beam of up to 30 A.

Such thermionic cathodes produce electron beams with

significantly less thermal spread than do those produced by

field emission diodes. A pulse from a pulse-forming network

is passed through a bifilar pulse transformer to the cathode

and its heater transformer, lowering the potential from 0 to

-200 kilovolts for 4 to 6 microseconds. The machine now

runs at a repetition rate of 1 to 7 pps. , but has the

ability to operate at 200 pps. The electron beam is

accelerated through a hole in a molybdenum anode which is

held at ground potential. The beam then enters the

partially filled cylindrical waveouide and continues down

the tube until it is collected by a faraday cup.

The faraday cup is connected to ground through a I

ohm resistor, enabling curent measurements ro be made.

There is an axial magnetic euide field of 2 KG which

3"
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confines the electron beam to the axis of the cylindrical

waveguide.

The relative proximity of the cathode and anode with

respect to the dielectrically filled waveguide is depicted

in Figure 2. The actual magnetic field lines of the guiding

field are mapped onto the resonator structure. The

microwave diagnostics are coupled to the circular waveguide

by means of a stub antenna which protrudes out of the

rectangular waveguide and butts up against the quartz

dielectric in the cylindrical guide. The antenna is

constructed so as to couple to the radial electric fields of

the TM01 circular waveguide mode, the mode which will be

excited by the passage of an axial, relativistic electron

beam in close proximity to the dielectric filler. The

rectangular guide directs the microwaves out of the vacuum

system to where measurements of power and frequency may be 0

made.

4 To detect the microwaves, ordinary crystal detectors

of the IN23 and 1N26 variety are situated in standard X band

and K band mounts. Power measurements are then made using

the powe~r response of the detector crystals and measuring

the coupling loss out of the cylindrical resonator. Both

the crystal response and the cylindrical to rectangular

guide coupling loss were tested and calibrated using known

sources in the X, K, and Ka frequency bands.

Frequency measurements are made using a series of

high pass microwave filters. Microwaves passing through a

high pass filter have a frequency in excess of the cutoff

frequency for that filter. A range of such filters will

serve to pinpoint the operating frequency, Ind yield

some information about the spectral distribution.

5
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Thus far, most experimental runs have employed

quartz as a dielectric liner. For quartz, the dielectric

constant at microwave frequencies is 3.78, so that the

Cerenkov condition, a 2 E >1, is satisfied for a -.514,

Y -1.17, giving an accelerating voltage of 87 KV as the

Cerenkov "turn-on" voltage for the electron beam. The

quartz filler shown in Figure 2 has an inner dip,'pter of .95

cm and an outer diameter of 1.91 cm. The quartz tube is

suspended in a concentric cylindrical copper tube of 2.54 cm

in diameter.

RESULTS OF THE CERENKOV EXPERIMENTS

Data for a typical shot are shown in Figure 3,

including simultaneous traces of the microwave output and

beam voltage and current. Microwave pulses of between 5mV

and 2V in amplitude and 100 nanoseconds to 1.5 microseconds

in width have' been detected. The pulses occur on or near

the peak of the voltage pulse in time. Pulses begin

occurring at voltages between 90 and 110 KV as required by

the Cerenkov condition and continue at voltages of up to 200

KV. Beam currents of between 100 and 500 mA are sufficient

to initiate strong microwave production and higher currents

of between 2 and 10 A result in an increase in microwave

pulse height, up to the limits of the detector diodes. In

addition, higher currents tend to broaden the pulse as well

as render the microwave output more consistent and uniform.

It should be noted here that the detection system

used in the above measurements was initially tested using an

iris-loaded waveguide structure driven by the electron beam.

Also, many null runs were carried out using no dielectric

7 6
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Figure 3. Typical Cerenkov microwave pulse with simultaneousbeam voltage and current traces.
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Figure 4. Cerenkov microwave pulses with and without filters
and associated beam voltage and current traces.
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*microwave radiation was detected, whatsoever. Finally,

recent runs using only the quartz filler and no outer

metallic circular waveguide have yielded similar results to

those observed with the waveguide in place. There are

indications that this type of structure might be more

efficient in converting electron beam energy into microwave

power over a narrow bandwidth.

Frequency measurements on the microwave pulses

indicate that the nominal operating frequency, using the

present quartz filler and waveguide str'ccture, is between 40

and 45 GHz.

There is also evidence that more than one frequency

is obtained in a given microwave burst. Simultaneous

observations of a single microwave pulse through a filter

and an unfiltered parallel coupler is shown in the third andL-

fourth oscilloscope traces of Figure 4. Note the way that

peaks from the filtered pulse differ from those of the

unfiltered pulse. Using the same set-up, except without a

filter, the fifth and sixth pulses in Figure 4 were taken

simultaneously a few shots later. Since the last two traces

are quite similar, the differences in the third and fourth

traces appear to be due to the presence of multiple

frequencies.

Since the coupling out of the cavity is of a

resonant nature the cavity tuning becomes important. For

the present experiment this means that resonator tuning may

be limiting the actual range of frequencies produced by the

interaction of the beam and the loaded waveguide and that

power detected outside may be significantly less c!Je to the

lack of optimal resonator tuning.

9-



Using the set of high pass filters mentioned

previously, the spectral distribution of the microwaves

seems quite sharply peaked around 40-45 GHz with perhaps

several smaller peaks of lower frequency and virtually

nothing at frequencies above 45 GHz.

With the power measuring considerations previously

.mentioned, microwave pulses of between 500 W and I KW in

peak power have been detected, with 100 W seLving as a very

conservative lower peak power limit. These numbers include

a 10-15 db coupling loss and a 10-15 db drop due to the

detection system as shown by calibration with known sources

near our operating frequencies. This 20-30 db figure when

added to the I W signals detected outside gives the 100 W to

1 KW power measurements. Conversion efficiencies are from

I% to 10%. The higher value is due to the strong output

that occurs with electron beam currents as low as 100 mA.

Table 1 summarizes these results and the electron beam

parameters.

Table 1

Summary of Results for Cerenkov Experiments

MICROWAVES:

Frequency - 40 to 45 GHz

Power - 500 W to 1 KW Peak

Pulse Width - 100 nS to 1.5 microseconds

ELECTRON BEAM:

Voltage - 100 to 200 KV

Current - .1 to 10 A

Repetition Rate - up to 7 Hz

10 7
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By changing the diameter of the cylindrical

waveguide and by experimenting with liners of different wall

thicknesses and dielectric constant the frequency of the

device may be readily tuned to higher or lower operating

frequencies. Optimization of resonator tuning and microwave

output coupling will serve to enhance the conversion

efficiencies already detected. Experiments with these ideas

in mind are now being performed at Dartmouth College.

THE CERENKOV-RAMAN SCATTERING EXPERIMENTS

A single particle picture for Cerenkov-Raman

scattering is shown in the inset in Figure 5. A magnetic

undulator serves as the pump photon in the scattering

process and is represented by an excitation with wave number

kp=2 T/ A p (N p is the undulator period), and pump

frequency zero. An electron moving along the axis of the

undulator is scattered and emits photons. If the process

takes place in a dielectric then we call the interaction

Cerenkov-Raman scattering where the frequency, w s, of the

emitted photon is:

ck 8

s 1 - n

The velocity of the electron is v - c and n - (C)1/2 is

the index of refraction of the surrounding medium. As On

approaches 1, the the upscattering becomes infinite in the

approximation where dispersion and recoil are neglected.

In the experiment, the magnetostatic pump wave

m m~m, m m • mmm • m• m mmm • mm
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couples the electron beam to a waveguide mode. The

dispersion for the waveguide, the electron beam, and the

undulator are shown in Figure 5. The electron beam, which

can support either a plasma or a cyclotron mode, is assumed

to be cold. The dispersion of the zero-frequency pump is a

horizontal line segment with length kp= 27r/Xp.

The condition for interaction is that, at

any given frequency, the difference in wavenumber between

the waveguide and beam modes must be equal to k As the

beam velocity is increased from zero, there exists a minimum

velocity for interaction at a single frequency. As the beam

velocity is raised still further, the interaction splits

into two branches. One branch tends toward higher frequency

as the beam velocity increases, and the other branch tends

toward the waveguide cut-off. Two examples with unfilled

and partially filled waveguides are shown in Figure 6.

In comparison with the empty guide, the interaction

with a partially filled waveguide turns on at a lower beam

voltage and raises faster in frequency as a function of

voltage. For all cases considered in the present paper, an

< 1, such that we are below the Cerenkov threshold.

The experimental apparatus is again shown in Figure

1. Beam currents range from 1 to 30 A, and are measured by

a Pearson current transformer, since no faraday cup is used

in these experiments. The electron beam is guided through a

circular waveguide to the undulator by an external magnetic

field. The undulator consists of alternating aluminum and

iron washers of .5 cm in thickness, providing a I cm ripple

period. A schematic of the undulator and resonator

structure is shown in Figure 7. Inside the undulator, the

magnetic field is the guide field plus an 8% ripple in the

13
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z-component and a ripple in the radial direction determined

by V I B - 0. The interaction area is within the

undulator, and is lined with an annular dielectric

filler.

As the beam emerges from the undulator, it is guided

by diverging magnetic field lines and deposited onto the

inside surface of the waveguide instead of collected in a

faraday cup as done in the Cerenkov radiation experiments.

The microwaves travel from the interaction area down the

waveguide through a circular to rectangular waveguide

transition and into the diagnostics. Transitions are used

to reduce reflections to insure that the machine works in a

superradiant mode. A .030 inch thick teflon vacuum seal is

placed behind the transition.

RESULTS OF THE CERENKOV-RAMAN SCATTERING EXPERIMENTS

Simultaneous oscilloscope traces of beam voltage,

beam current, and the resulting radiation pulses are shown

in Figure 8. The top set of traces represents data for the

vacuum Raman scattering case with no dielectric liner. The

bottom set shows the results of inserting a polypropylene

liner. As the beam voltage is increased from zero, a "turn-

ont voltage is observed, corresponding to the lowest voltage

at which radiation is detected. As the voltage is increased

past this threshold voltage, the radiation pulse broadens

out symmetrically about the high voltage pulse. As shown in

Figure 8, and listed in Table 2, the threshold voltage for

VCerenkov-Raman scattering is considerably less than the

15 -7II-



a. EMPTY WAVEGUIDE

Microwave Pulse
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b. DIELECTRIC-LINED WAVEGUIDE
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IK Band Detector
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Beam Current
10 A/Div
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"t2-4. EZL J I50 KV/Div

4/ I Microsecond/Div

Figure 8. a). Microwave pulse and simultaneous beam voltage
and current traces for Raman scattering in an
empty waveguide.
b). Microwave pulse and simultaneous beam voltage
and current traces for Cerenkov-Raman scattering
in a dielectric-lined waveguide.

threshold voltage for vacuum Raman scattering. Using high

pass frequency filters, initial characteristics of the

frequency content of the microwave pulses may be

investigated. As expected, the results of such frequency

measurements show that higher frequency microwaves are

associated with higher voltages and that for microwave

pulses within a given frequency window of 60-70 GHz, the

16
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corresponding high voltage is much lower for the

polypropylene-lined waveguide than for the empty waveguide.

These two points reveal the nature of the frequency upshift

in going from vacuum Raman scattering to Cerenkov-Raman

scattering.

In addition to the voltage-dependent high frequency

radiation, we have also detected the lower frequency

radiation at about the cutoff frequency of the TE01

circular waveguide mode in the vacuum Raman scattering

regime. This lower frequency branch also begins appearing

at the threshold voltage, but the frequency remains nearly

constant as the voltage is increased. Measurements of this

lower frequency branch are made using interferometric

techniques. The low frequency branch for the Cerenkov-Raman

scattering case has yet to be observed. Power measurements

indicate that the low frequency branch contains considerably

more microwave power than the high frequency branch. For a

typical 80 KV, 10 A electron beam, vacuum Raman scattering

power conversion efficiencies of 0.1% to 1% and 0.01% to

0.1% are estimated for the lower and upper frequency

branches, respectively. For the upper branch of the

Cerenkov-Raman microwaves, power efficiencies of 0.001% to

0.01% are obtained.

It is found that by decreasing the strength of the

magnetic field, a magnetic field threshold may be observed.

Also, preliminary results indicate that the frequency of the

upper branch may be raised by increasing the magnetic field

strength, and hence the strength of the pump field, while

the lower frequency branch is relatively unaffected by

magnetic field strength in excess of the threshold magnetic

field.

17
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The results of using circular wavezuides of

different diameters, with and without dielectric liners, are

surmarized in Table 2. The same basic tendencies concerning

the existence of the two frequency branches and the

frequency upshift in going from vacuum to Cerenkov-Raman

scattering have been observed.

Numerous experimental runs have also been performed

with a 3 cm period undulator and an empty waveguide. Using

beam voltages of up to 200 KV, no microwaves at all were

detected with this undulator spacing. Using the same

techniques employed in producing Figure 6, we find that the

threshold voltage for a 3 cm spacing is 290 KV, explaining

why no radiation was detected using lower voltages. No

Cerenkov-Raman scattering runs using the 3 cm undulator have

been performed.

If we use the experimental parameters used to obtain

the above results and employ our simple model to predict the

dependencies of frequency on beam voltage and magnetic

field, we obtain the results listed in the second portion of

Table 2. The cyclotron beam mode is used since the

radiation does exhibit strong dependence on the magnetic

field and better agreement is obtained using the cyclotron

mode rather than the space charge mode. The theoretical

magnetic field thresholds shown in Table 2 were calculated
Y

by finding the minimum magnetic field (and thus the minimum

cyclotron frequency) required for interaction at an electron

kinetic energy of 60 KeV. In comparing theoretical and

experimental results, we note that the agreement is

generally good. The only discrepancies crop up in comparing

theoretical and experimental threshold voltages, but these

values do show the correct tendencies for empty and

18i
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dielectrically lined waveguides. The magnetic field

thresholds agree reasonably well and the frequency of the

lower branch is in excellent agreement. Since the frequency

of the upper branch varies greatly with magnetic field and

Table 2

Summary of vacuum Raman and Cerenkov-Raman Results

Experimentally Vacuum Cerenkov-Raman

Observed c -2.25

Results (Polypropylene)

.5" .375" .5" .375"

Empty Empty Liner: Liner:

Guide Guide b/a-1.6 b/a=2.0

Voltage Threshold 60.0 KV 80.0 KV 30.0 KV 40.0 KV

Freq. of Low Branch 29.0 GHz 38.0 GHz ... ...

Freq. of High Branch 60.0 GHz 70.0 GHz 60.0 GH2 --

B Field Threshold 5.5 KG -- 3.0 KG 3.0 KG

at Voltage of 60 KV

From Theory

Waveguide: TE0 1 Mode

Beam: Cyclotron Mode

Voltage Threshold 40.0 KV 115.0 KV I0.0 KV 30.0 KV

Freq. of Low Branch 29.0 GlIz 38.0 GHz 23.0 GH2 28.0 GHz

Freq. of High Branch 60.0 GHz 70.0 GHz 60.0 GH2 --

B Field Threshold 5.0 KG 8.4 KG 2.4 KG 3.6 KG

at Voltage of 60 KV

Ii
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beam voltage, exact comparisons between theory and

experiment are difficult. But using the voltage and

magnetic field values from the experimental observations of

the high frequency branch, we do see that the simple theory

does predict the frequency of the upper branch quite well.

Measurement of the frequency of the lower branch for the

dielectrically lined waveguide runs has not been completed

as there are coupling problems caused by the lower cutoff

frequency of the partially filled waveguide compared to the

empty waveguide.

CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we emphasize the fact that the ability

to produce high power mm microwaves using relativistic

electron beams of modest voltages has been demonstrated

using both the Cerenkov and Cerenkov-Raman scattering

4mechanisms. The Cerenkov microwave generator seems to have

the advantage in terms of conversion efficiency, while the

Cerenkov-Raman scattering scheme can operate at much lower

beam voltages. Both mechanisms do appear to have the

requisite capabilities to become viable high power mm

microwave sources with correct optimization of the various

experimental parameters.
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ABSTRACT

The Cerenkov Free Electron LASER is proposed as the active

medium for a maser amplifier. The amplifier will function

in the role of a reflection amplifier.

A geometry is proposed and the dispersion relation derived,

A gain lineshape for the LASER is calculated and

parametrically analyzed. The reflection amplifier is

concurrently analyzed to compare amplifier performance to

the active medium performance. Several methods for

increasing gain are discussed.

An expression for power in the superradiant mode for the

atomic LASER is compared with an analagous expression for

the Free Electron LASER.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Since the early aays of RADAR in World War II considerable

research effort has been expended in the development of

short wavelength technology. The evolution of high power

millimeter wave sources has been limited by the fact that

conventional sources and amplifiers require resonant

cavities of the same scale as that of the emitted radiation.

Examples of these types of devices are the klystron and the

Traveling Wave Tube. The main drawbacks of cavity devices

lie in the high frequency regime in the areas of component

manufacturing, energy loss, and heat dissipation. This

"restriction" was soon to be abated when in 1953 Weber(WB)

'I published an article which stated that amplification should

be possible using a "population inversion" phenomena. The

concept of inversion, defined mathematically as negative

resistance, was used in the years immediately following

Weber's article as the basis of a iicrowave amplifier called

the MASER.

The need for an amplifier that produces short wavelength

tunable, high power, coherent radiation has been well

publicized by the defense and communications industries. To -'

6
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the communications engineer the short wavelength

sources/amplifiers provide a means to take advantage of an

operational bandwidth behavior that narrows in response to

increasing frequency. In addition higher frequency systems

have less beam divergence for more efficient long distance

communications links. For defense interests the shorter

wavelengths provide a greater target acquisition capability

and a reduction in the probablility of intercept or jamming.

The MASER anJ a concurrently developed device, the

parametric amplifier have been categorized as reflection

type amplifiers. In its simplest form the reflection

amplifier is a device whirch amplifies by reflecting

radiation possessing a greater amplitude than that of the

input signal. These two types of reflection amplifiers, the

MASER and the parametric amplifier have assisted in this

quest for higher frequency, tunable devices.

Recent advances in the development of the Free Electron

LASER have permitted, with license, the suggestion of the

possible existence of a Free Electron MASER. The Free

Electron MASER would function in a manner similar in nature

to the microwave MASER, with the primary difference being

that the active MASER medium(ruby) would be supplanted by by

the oeam driven resonant structure of the Free Electron

I. m , m m el m l ~
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LASER. One of the disadvantages of the MASER is that its

operating range is governed and restricted by the transverse

dimensions of the cavity and rwore importantly by the energy

level transitions of the enclosed medium. With the Free

Electron LASER, on the other hand, we will have independence

from the cavity dimensions and population inversion

limitations.

The design of the Free Electron MIASER is relatively

straightforward. By using an appropriate coupling network,

a low dielectric constant medium, and a mildly relativistic

electron beam, an apparatus could be built. Subsequent

analysis in this paper predicts such a device will operate

well into the millimeter and submillimeter ranges.

Chapter 2 undertakes a brief description of the geometry of

the beam driven dielectric Free Electron LASER. Through the

use of classical. fluid equations and Maxwell's equations we

derive a dispersion relation which relates w to k for the

beam waveguide system. This equation shows how the space

charge waves of the beam couple to the electromagnetic wave

in the presence of the dielectric. From this dispersion

relation we can solve for the spatial gain and

parametrically analyze for variations in beam current, beam

energy, and resonator radius. Chapter 3 describes

, .A
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qualitatively 4ASER operation and snows how the Free

Electron LASER can be used as the active medium in the

reflectior atplifier. The reflection process is modeled by

deriving the reflection coefficient of a TM wave incident on

an active dielectric cylinder; and shows that the reflection

coefficient assuxnes a value greater than unity. The

spectral distribution of the reflection coefficient is

discussed along with the response of the peak gain resonant

mode and its relation to the gain-bandwidth product for the

Free Electron MASER amplifier.

The final chapter discusses the Free Electron LASER analog

of the optical LASER superradiance. In the optical(atomic)

LASER, the power output in the superradiant mode is

proportional to the square of the population inversion. The

4proportionality in the Free Electron LASER is shown to be

the square of the beam current.

I

I
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CHAPTER 2

FREE ELECTRON LASER GAIN %NALYSIS

we shall be treating the Free Electron LASER only through

its behavior as a separate element in a lumped circuit and

as such need not attempt a microscopic description of the

gain producing pnenomenon. However, we need to analyze the

system in close enough detail so as to adequately describe

the system gain and to determine the effects on the gain

lineshape resulting from modification of the system

variables.

The Free Electron LASER under consideration is a Cerenkov

microwave generator(l,2) and may be represented as an

infinite lenqth of a cylindrical isotropic dielectric( of

radius a) contained in a circular metallic wavequide. The

walls of the waveguide are considered to have infinite

conductivity. A relativistic electron beam is oropagated

axially through the dielectric with an electron velocity

superluminal for the dielectric medium. de neglect the

microscopic environment of each electron and confine our

interest to the collective phenomena. We can thus use

macroscopic plasma equations to describe the behavior. The

electron motion is considered to be a -old plasma with no

I0
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thermal velocity dispersion. The electron motion is

rendered unidirectional by the application of an external

magnetic field, Bo which maintains field lines parallel to

the axis of the cylinder. A sketch of the geometry as

described above is given in Fig.II-l.

we tacitly assumed, for convenience, that the beam

propagates through the dielectric; but the problems

associated with the beam propagation through the dielectric

deserve some comment. By using a solid dielectric the beam

would have difficulty propagating through the resonator.

The electron beam would obviously lose much of its energy in

collisional ionization o4 the dielectric. Two solutions to

this problem are to provide for a channel for beam

propagation or to use a less dense gaseous dielectric. The

beats-channel concept is the most feasible and has been

previously studied for use in the Free Electron LASER(3,

4,5). For conceptual purposes, however, our analytical

assumption of the solid geometry is convenient. This

geometry greatly simplifies the boundary conditions and the

results from the solid dielectric geometry do not depart

radically from the more difficult beam channel analysis.
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It is instructive to discuss qualitatively the process that

occurs in the amplifier. The pump radiation source produces

an input wave which establishes normal m~odes of vibration

appropriate for the geometry of the resonator. The

electromagnetic fields of the incoming wave will interact

with the electron beam to cause a redistribution or

modulation of the electron velocities- thus causing bunching

in the beam. If a greater numoer of electrons *are caused to

give up energy to the wave-than absorb energy from the wave,

a gain condition exists and the wave will grow until the

gain saturates. The amplified radiation can then be coupled

from the resonator through an appropriate network.

The cold beam dispersion relation

Our first step in a more rigorous analysis is to determine

the modulated current density. With that in hand we can use

the perturbed current density as the source term in

Maxwell's equations in order to couple the beam to the wave

in the dielectric and then write the wave equation. From

the wave equation, the dispersion relation for the wave in

the dielectric resonator may be determined. Once we have an

appropriate analytical expression for the dispersion
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relation we can solve for the spatial gain of the Free

Electron LASER.

If the TM mode is assumed to be the mode in the guide, then

the field components may be written:

.B (a i)

We can couple the axial electric field the electron beam

through Maxwell's Equations. As a starting point we to

assume a macroscopic MHD description and use the equations

of plasma physics. Thus we begin by applying small

amplitude oscillations to Newton's second law:

Vu V+V,

and after Fourier transforming the perturbed velocity may be

expressed:

~ -Le k
,''6(-.v.)

The linearized equation of continuity and Fourier

transformation allows us to write the modulated particle

number in terms of the unperturbed numoer and VI:
n - kn.eye

C2.
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Using equation 1, equation 2 may be rewritten:

n,. (~. e

If we linearize the Fourier transformed current density, and

use equations 1 and 3, Ji can be expressed:

We now need to couple the perturbed current density to the

waveguide modes through axwell's Equations. Writing the

wave equation in cylindrical components and, recalling the

field components of 4, Er becomes:

E, -Lk GEsC5

t-" 1 c

I
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Using the axial oart of 7 , the wave equation can be liven

as: C
I" a\ ('6 ( -a!o}

If we now impose the boundary condition that Et must vanish

on the walls of the guide and expand the radial component

of El in a Bessel series:

we can then substitute the series definition into equation 6,

and from that we may write:0 b
--LW*-C.1 a o

Et ( W- v.)%

This expression is defined to be the cold beam dispersion

relation for any mode of the Free Electron LASER system(6).

/o III I
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To make this dispecsion relation more responsive to real

physical parameters, sucn as beam current, beam energy, and

resonator geometry, it is only necessary to transforim to

an analytical expression containing these variables. From

plasma physics we know thatSbis defined to be:

Assuming that the propagatinq beam is of a cylindrical

geometry the current can be written:

I" -enAv

where: A-aa

and: a-radius of the beam cylinder

This implies that particle density can be expressed:

n- ill

e Ay

Now 10 is defined to be:

30' CC

C.)
I
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a a
where: ro=e/mc which is the classical electron radius.

Thus the original equation for the beam plasma frequency can

be rewritten:

Equation 7, in a simple way, relates k to w by way of the

coefficients of an equation quartic in k and w. If the beam

plasma frequency is initially set equal to zero, Fig. 11-2,

the resulting plot of the dispersion relation would describe

the behavior of an electromagnetic wave propagating in a

dielectric waveguide. The phase velocity of this wave at

any point on the curve is the slope of the line connecting

that point to the origin of the axes. The asymptote plotted

is w-ck/-j and the slope is defined as light speed in the

die.&ectric medium. As we can see, the entire dispersion

relation remains above the asymototic limit, thus, each

waveguide mode has a phase velocity greater than the light

velocity in the medium. As a result the coupling of an

electron beam to any one of the cavity modes will permit a

Cerenkov interaction to occur. The w versus k plot in Fig.

11-3 contains the beam velocity line w=ck$ and assumes a

small but finite value for the beam plasma frequency . As

can be seen the beam velocity line will intersect the

/oI-
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Fig.I-2. The no-beam dispersion relation. Since the entire
hyperbola is above its asymptote of slope c/fj , all beam
coupling modes fulfill the Cerenkov condition,
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beam

wck/3

Wok

Fig.I11-3. The beam is introduced into the system. wn is the
point of synchronis.
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Idispersion relation wnenever the oeam itself nas a greater

j than light velocity.

The point of intersection of the two lines is where the

greatest interaction of the electron beam anJ the quide

jshould occur. This intercept, known as synchronism, shows

the conditions where the phase velocity of the

I electromagnetic waves propagating in the dielectric is equal

to the electron velocity. This coupling of the waves and

beam permits an energy exchange to occur between the

electrons and the modes of the axisymmetric resonator. We

can thus infer from the strength of the interaction that the

synchronous frequency is the irequency where maximum gain

will be observed for our reflection amplifier.

Gain Calculations

Knowing equation 7, we can solve for the spatial gain of the

Free Electron LASER by finding the imaginary roots of k in

terms of w and other physical variables.

Equation 7 may be expanded and written in descending powers

of k. The coefficients of each power of k clearly are a

function of w, radius, beam velocity., and other variables.

The solution for an analytical expression for the imaginary

/o.ST0
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root of k is a time consuming task but is easily

accomplished numerically. A computer program was

written(Appendix 1) which solved for the imaginary roots of

the dispersion relation. For a given beam velocity,

resonator length, and radius a spectral line profile for the

gain can be computed and plotted. An example of such a gain

envelope is provided in Fig. 11-4. In Fig. 11-4 we have a

plot of Im k(gain) versus w/c. Tnis plot was done for a

beam current of 10 ALmps, beam velocity of .614c, and a

resonator radius of 4mm. The important factor to observe is

that there exists finite gain for the system up to the

synchronous frequency; after which the gain quickly drops to

zero. Since we are interested in a device whose operating

regime(synchronism) is in the millimeter wavelengths we will

want the synchronous frequency to be as high as possible.

In analyzing how the synchronous frequency and gain behaves,

we shall find the wavelength of the output to depend on two

areas of influence: electron beam characteristics, and the

geometric parameters of the resonator. We shall

investigate, in detail, the effects on the gain due to

.changes in the oeam velocity, beam current, and the radial

dimension of the resonator.

Parametric Analysis

/od,
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One of the key variables in the dispersion relation is the

electron beam current. Figures 11-5 and 11-6 are

representative of plots of gain as a function of frequency,

for two geometrically identical systems except for differing

beam currents. They show how the lineshape responds when

the beam current is 2 amperes and 11 amperes. ,ith the

lower beam current (Fig. 11-5) the peak gain is less than

that ooserved for the higher beam current. At the same time

the monochromaticity of the lineshape also changes. A quick

look at the two plots show the oovious lineshape broadening

of the gain curve in the high gain regime as compared to

the lower peak gain. Thus the higher peak gain is

associated with a broader spectral gain. The change of the

beam current does not effect the location of the gain peak,

which is the point of the synchronous frequency. This is

due to the fact that the synchronous point(intersection of

the D(w,k) curve and the beam energy line) remains stable

during the beam current variations.

If beam current and resonator radius are maintained,

variations in line shape from changes in beam velocity may

be analyzed. In Figures 11-7 and 11-8, we can see the

behavior asl is varied from .615 to .90. The shape of the

curve(to include the half-width) remains invariant during

the velocity shift with the only difference being a

.. ,m u 'mnnni iII iI ~ I I I
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slightly higher peak lain exhibited at the uoper end of the

beam velocity spectrum(the peak gain actually increases by

the one-third power of w, see Appendix 2). The important

point to note is the significant change in the interaction

frequency. Fig. II-9 shows the rapid increase in

interaction frequency as the beas velocity is reduced from

.90 to .60. The lower the value of the higher we observe

the frequency of the synchronous point. This is not

unexpected. Referring back to Fig. 11-3 we see that as we

decrease the beam energy(decrease slope) the synchronous

point shifts farther up the dispersion relation curve and

has a higher interaction frequency. This shift of

interaction frequency is noteworthy and the importance of

this behavior should not be forgotten during our search for

devices that function at the higher end of the microwave

frequency spectrum.

We can show the effect on tne gain and the synchronous

frequency due to the introduction of changes in the

longitudinal and radial dimensions of the resonator. If the

length is changed, as in any resonant structure, only the

longitudinal modes will be effected, and this is of little

interest. Variations of the radial parameter does produce a

relevant response. Figs. II-10 and II-11 qive the gain
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lineshape response for two identical systems with differing

radii. In a comparison between the two curves we see no

chan3e in peak gain or spectral distribution. But for the

smaller radius, however, the interaction frequency occurs at

a higher frequency than that of the larger radius. This

variation in coupling frequency in terms of radius may be

seen more clearly in Fig. 11-12 where interaction frequency,

Wk , is plotted as a function of the radial dimension. In

the range of small radii the operating frequency shows a

dramatic exponential *growtn". Ne can see, therefore, that

in the same manner as discussed previously this Otuning'

effect could be used to design output performance at a

specific frequency by the proper scaling of the resonator.

If the bean velocity and resonator radius are varied

4 concurrently, some extremely high operating frequencies may

be predicted. A realistic lower limit on the resonator

radius can be established at 1.5mm. This 1.5mm limit is a

high voltage engineering restriction derived primarily from

the difficulty of focusing an electron beam any smaller than

Imm. with the radius established at 1.5mm, the beam

velocity is reduced to .55c. Fig. I-13 shows that when the

system is configured with the radius and beam velocity

I
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descrioed, an operating frequency of 110GHz is predicted.

Cold Bea-m Limit

In the preceeding discussion of Free Electron LASER gain we

have made the explicit assumption that the device will

operate in the cold beam linit. This means that the

electron beam is monoenergetic and is not affected by a

velocity broadening. The cold beam criterion is primarily

determined by observing the velocity distribution from the

zero order beam velocity. If we look at the velc'ity of tie

slow and the fast space charge waves associated with the

beam as compared to the zero order beam velocity the &(w/k)

can be shown to be equal to:

AVb=Vo-V,, - ,bP~c k'6oI2.

Using this expression for 4Vb we define "coldness" in the

beam to imply that the beam velocity spread be much less

than AVb. From the same expression, we can define a warm

beam as having a velocity spread, &Vb:

i&bV
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From these relations a transitional wavelength between tne

warm beam and cold oeam regions may be derived. Writin Lb

in terms of beam current, as before, and taking k to be 27T/A

trans, we can substitute into the expression for 4Vb and

show that:

Considering our present Free Electron LASER qeometry, and a

It energy spread from the thermionic electron gun, and with:

Io-170UU Amps

II100 Amps

a transition wavelength is determined to be 1.1mm. With the

desired operating regime of the amplifier to be in the 90-

100 GHz rangewe are well above the cold beam limit.

In addition to being a convenient approximation, in order to

insure that the device will perform optimally in the role as

an amplifier, it will be necessary to operate in the cold

beam limit. If a gain analysis, similar to the preceeding

gain analysis, is performed in the limit of a warm electron

!PO
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oea., the followin.g contrast to cold beam 3ehavior may be

orawn. The peak gain at synchronism for cthe cold beam

approximation exnibits a growth proportional to the one-

third power of the frequency. W.hen the Wtrans is exceeded

the gain curve for the warm beam device demonstrates a

behavior and shape complementary to the cold Deam resoonse

and the gain is proportional to the inverse power of Wint.

With the warm beam descriotion, the qain is relatively low,

and system losses equate to the gain from the wave-particle

interaction. As a result there is insufficient qain to

permit amplification and the device will function as an

oscillator. Therefore, for hiqh gain operation we must

operate in the cold beam region.

'I Saturation

The gain of the resonator is not unbounded . Saturation

effects come into play to cap the maximum gain attainable

with the amplifier. In our case, the major saturation

mechanism is called electron trapping and occurs when the

perturbing potential of the growing wave serves to trap the

slower moving electrons. As a result the wave-particle

energy exchange ceases, and the gain reaches a maximum value.

The saturation calculations for the filled guide are quite

V"
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complex and leng~thy and will not be addressed in this

tnesis(7).



CHAPTER 3

REFLECTION AMPLIFIER

MASER Operation

The MASER microwave amplifier discussed in the introduction

is the. most recent of the reflection type microwave

amplifiers. The MASER is inherently a simple device and

consists basically of three primary components: a

circulator, an active medium, and a microwave cavity(Fig.

III-I). The first component is the three port circulator.

The three port circulator is a non-reciprocal microwave

4 device composed of the symmetrical conjunction of three

identical waveguides with an axially magnetized ferrite rod

emplaced at the confluence of the guides. The major

function of the circulator is to allow input signals and

output signals in the coupling network to be isolated from

perturbing reflections which might cause instability and

produce unwanted oscillations in the amplifier. The second

port of the circulator is matched to the second component

which is a simple microwave cavity tuned to a specific

operating frequency. The third component the active

40
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medium, usually ruby, and a source of pump frequency, Wp

The active medium and the wp use Weber's principle of the

inverted population to produce a gain condition in the

system. The applied signal, entering through the entrance

port of the circulator and propagating into the resonant

chamber causes many atomic transitions to occur. As a

result radiation of greater amplitude than the input siqnal

is emitted from the MASER cavity at this applied frequency.

Ne thus see that the medium exhibits a gain at the w,,tand

not a loss as would be expected if the medium was a normally

absorbing dielectric.

The MASER in tne absence of the pump frequency exhibits the

characteristics of a common resonant cavity containing a

dielectric filler. As such it can be represented by an

equivalent circuit given 6y Fig. 111-2. The energy storage

capability of the cavity can be represented in terms of a

characteristic inductance and capacitance, Lo and Co. The

gain of the inverted medium can be represented in terms of a

quantity described as a negative load resistance, -Ro. A Q

for the cavity can be calculated by the well known relation

relation:
Am"ILA~ft ec x Sra- tNGy
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Fig. III-2, Cavity MASER Equivalent Circuit
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As a consequence of the negative resistance quantity, the Q

is obviously negative. This negative Q is defined to be a

measure of the strength of the MASER action.

This negative character of the load resistance is the prime

factor in the reflection 3molification process.

Taken in its simplest formthe nejative resistance amplifier

can be modelled as a transmission line of characteristic

impedance Zo terminated in a load imoedance ZI as given in

Fig. 111-3. From simple transmission line theory, a plane

wave propagating down the line to the right will be

reflected from the load impedance in proportion to the

voltage reflection coefficient with a voltage gain of (>

The power gain of the amplifier then is defined to be

If is less than unity, Dower is absorbed. If is

greater than one, then power is emitted.

A better understanding of the reflection type amplifier can

be gained by a detailed analysis of Equation 1. In our

circuit model, at the point of the midband frequency, the

impedances of the line and load assume purely resistive

/I6
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Fig. 111-3, Transmission Line with Z1
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forms. The load resistance in this case(where we have the

availability of negative R) can range over all real positive

and negative values. Equation 1 thus becomes:

R t4 Re +

Fig 111-4 is a plot of equation 2 with the reflection

coefficient as a function of the resistance ratio. If RI is

varied over increasingly larger positive values, the

reflection coefficient also increases and approaches 1 as a

limit. This behavior is similar to that seen in the short

circuited line. wnen the load resistance exactly equals the

coupling resistance, the line is matched to the load, and, as

expected,, vanishes. If R1 assumes positive values smaller

than Re, but approaches zero, the reflection coefficient

again approaches one. We can observe this in the RIZO or

open circuited line. This value of unity for the reflection

coefficient, unlike in the preceeding analysis, is not a

limiting value.

If we continue to vary RI over small negative values(with

respect to Re), the reflection coefficient behaves by

assuming values greater than unity, and thus a gain

situation exists. The gain is possible because we have

defined the negative resistance as giving power to the
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circuit instead of absorbing it. As RJ--+ -Re, thereflection cOefficient rapidly approaches infinity. When wereach the Point where Rl= -Re we have an "anti-match-condition; and the value of the reflection coefficientequals infinity. At this Point the circuit will jump into
instability. If RI becoes larger(in a negative sense), the
reflection coefficient decreases from infinity and againapproaches 

the finite value of unity, although the approachis from above I and not below. This condition defines aregion of Oscillation and not amplification.

In order to have a large and finite value of gain, the anti-match condition must oe approached carefully to avoid theproblem of instability. 
we can reach that point byadjusting slightly the values of Ri or Re. However, neitherof the values can fluctuate to any great extent from theirrespective zero order values. If larger fluctuations 

aretolerated, the circuit can become overcoupled 
orundercoupled and the amolifier will operate in the unstable

region and Oscillate.

This behavior of the reflection coefficient is common to allrefleczion type amplifiers where we muzt be judicious in ouradjustment of the external loading. we must establish it ata Point where it barely exceeds the negative load

Iw
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resistance. It is in this situation where we intend the

circuit to remain under threshold and on the verge of

oscillation.

Free Electron Laser Transmission Line Analysis

This latter transmission line analysis suggests a possible

approach to the use of the Free Electron LASER as the

circuit element which provides the negative resistance

quantity present in our lumped circuit , Fig. 11-2. With

the Free Electron L kSER the gain is a spatially distributed

quantity, thus a distributed circuit analysis is needed.

Fig. III-5 gives an equivalent circuit for such a device and

consists of the Free Electron LASER modeled as an aperture

coupled short circuited transmission line of length 1. In

this circuit the aperture coupling consists of a frequency

dependent reactance and can be represented in the no loss

condition by a reactance of j X. The short circuited line

is a Olossy" line where we have normal wave attenuation in

the forward propagation directionb'it gain in the backward

direction. This backward distributed gain is the spatial

gain from the wave particle interaction in the Free Electron

t*
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LASER discussed in Chapter 2. If the aperture couoled

cavity itself is considered an element, Zin, in another

circuit, Fig. Ill-b; a reflection coefficient, q , as a

function of frequency can be determined which relates gain

per axial mode in the resonator structure. Zin for this

short circuit can be written from lossy line transmission

line theory keeping the propagation constant in the forward

direction(attenuation) separate from the propagation

constant(gain) in the backward direction:

a+ (kF 4kb) L ~ ~ b~
C- - 1k 1kb)

I If the lossy line is considered in parallel with the

aperture impedance(reactance) the Zin for the entire cavity

element is:

XL. TAN (OKL) C

Y,, rA N(,gL) 6($+eb)L

If the cavity is coupled to the external environment through

a line of characteristic impedance Zo then the reflection

7

!.V
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Fig. 111-3, FEL Lumped Circuit Analysis
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coefficient is a function of frequency and can be written:

The aperture impedance is determined by the geometry of the

coupling circuit but can be considered to consist of a no

loss series L-C circuit for simplicity.I
The reflection coefficient in equation 3 is more easily

determined and evaluated using radiation field quantities

instead of transmission line analysis. Here o the reflection

process can be modelled by a TM, wave incident on a

cylindrical slab of dielectric of length L. Applying the

appropriate boundary conditions for the cylinder can be

expressed:

12 + -, cz .5 C CA I
"

+ L

This cylindrical geometry for the reflection cavity was

1selected as it very closely resembles the Free Electron

LASER geometry discussed in Chapter 2. r12 is the

I reflection coefficient from the first free space-dielectric

I
i.--.
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interface. r23 is the reflection coefficient from the

aielectric-free space interface. Note that forward k is

Kept separate fron backward k as in the transmission line

model. Equation 4 can be simplified if r23 is set equal to

one implying that we have total reflection from the end of

the cylinder.

r12, on the other hand, can be determined using the TM wave

components and the boundary conditions for a wave incident I
on a sliqhtly conducting medium. In the same manner the

phase constants for both directions of propaqation can be

determ ined: 2T~ l1

* L[ae

Since the wave attenuates in the forward direction the

attenuation constant can be considered to be that due to a

wave propagating in a normal dielectric medium:

2.rc =/C
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The expression for the power reflectivity can now be written

in the form:

G'+ H%

W"MC-1 I;C X+ CS C(204L)

Y4

medium ~ ~~ y, herfetoamlrhe (0ain Lntebcwr

H ~ Q e+G b)NN(2L)

+ y~ (&+Qb)L COS(2.L)

'Ki A12o C2  , Y=- Ci-AC

direction is the same gain envelope derived for the Free

Electron LASER in 'Chapter 2. Recall from Chapter 2 that we

analyzed the spatial spectral resoonse of the Free Electron

LASER. That same gain profile may be used to describe the

gain in our cylindrical dielectric system abcve. A computer

program was written which numerically computed the spatial

gain, phase constants, and the attenuation constant; and

then evaluated the reflection coefficient expression we
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derived in equation 5.

By using the gain from the Free Electron LASER wave-particle

interaction, we are able to ooerate the device in the region

of finite and stable gain discussed in reference to Fig III-

4. Because of the structure of the gain medium geometry as

it relates to the reflection coefficient, we should see the

reflection coefficient behave as a finite series of resonant

responses each corresponding to a particular axial mode of

the resonator. The amplitude of each resonance peak will be

determineu by the Free Electron LASER gain lineshape value

for the particular resonance frequency. Since the Free

Electron LASER gain bandwidth is finite and exhibits a

cutoff immediately beyond synchronism, we should also see

the amplifier, beyond synchronism, respond with a value for

4 the reflection coefficient of less than unity. This will be

manifested on the power gain curve by a zero value for the

gain.

Figures 111-7 and III-d are two power gain curves where

power gain is plotted as a function of w/c. An analysis of

ooth figures show that the a.vplifier responds in the manner

we preoicted. The inset in eacn figure is tne corresponding

Free Electron TNSER gain lineshape for the compatible

frequency region. The Free Electron LASER system

j/A)
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configuration for both plots is identical, with the

exception of the beam current. We are driving a cylindrical

quartz resonator of lengthlOc and radius .4cm with a 2 Amp

beam(Fig. 7) and a 10 Amo beam(Fig. 8) at a beau velocity of

.7c. This Free Electron LASER geometry is consistent with a

similar device which currently operates in the Dartmouth

College Plasma Physics Laboratory.

Recall from our discussion in Chapter 2 that an increase in

beam current results in an increase in the peak gain along

the Free Electron LASER gain lineshape. In Fig. III-7 where

we have tne lower value for Ib we see a peak power gain from

the amplifier of approximately 22dB. Comparing that to Fig

111-8 where we have increased the value of Ib to 10 Amps we

see the amplifier peak gain respond with an increase of 11

db to 33dB. This response is what we predicted from the

increase in gain from the gain medium.

The amplifier is also capable of responding, in kind, to

changes in synchronous frequency. A comparison of the Free

Electron LASER gain lineshape inset in Fiq. 111-9 to the

similar inset in Fig. I1-8 shows that synchronism occurs at

a higher frequency for the system in Fig. 111-9. This

frequency shift resulted from a decrease in resonator

radius, .4cm to .3cm. The power gain curve in Fig. 11-9

di
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shows that the amplifier peak 3ain also exhibits a

corresponding shift in peak lain frequency. Wre can thus see

that the amolifier geometry is completely comoatible with

the peak gain frequency flexibility exhibited by the gain

medium. The device is capable of high frequency

amplification.

Gain Bandwidth Product

This cavity amplifier is a multi-inode device that is capable

of operating with an infinite numoer of axial modes. The

amplifier gain profile clearly illustrates this property of

the device. Referring to Fig. 111-7 we can see a separate

gain versus frequency curve for each axial mode of the

amplifier. The axial mode gain curve we are most interested

in is the peak gain response associated with the

synchronous frequency.

The fixed gain-bandwidth product is characteristic of all

singly resonant negative resistance amplifiers(8). Since,

for the Free Electron MASER we are only interested in the

performance of the device at the interaction frequencies,

the peak gain axial mode lineshape we have isolated

correlates to the singly resonant criterion. This

I

II
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corresoondence is valid oroviding the fractional difference

between the interaction frequency and the operating

frequency is very small.

We can rewrite Equation 2 in terms of two dimensionless

quality factors: Qe, and Qm. Qe corresponds to the

external coupling network and m to the active gain medium.

Q,,-QeC

For our amplifier, Qm is fixed by the nature of the beam

driven system. Thus it becomes necessary only to vary Qe

in order to maintain control over the gain of the amolifier.

The total Q for the system, Qt, can be written as:

Using equation 6 for the gain in terms of Qe -nd Qm; and

substituting in Equation 7 we can obtain:

To relate Qt to the half-width, recall Qt can be defined as:

T fa-
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Solving for and substituting our expression for Ot, we

arrive at the following:

The right hand side of Equation is fixed by the beam driven

medium and the operating frequency. This implies that as

gain increases the bandwidth should decrease as 1/go.

It is interesting to see that the Free Electron MASER

behaves in the manner predicted by the fixed gain-bandwidth

product. Several gain versus frequency curves are

illustrated in Fig. III-10 and III-11. Recall that these

lineshapes are the response curves for the isolated

synchronous axial mode. Clearly for an increase in midband

gain the bandwidtn narrows; and as the power decreases the

oandwidtn widens. The computed gain-bandwidth product for a

family of curves exhibits less tnan .5i variation and thus

we see excellent agreement with the predicted fixed gain-

bandwidth product response.

The preceeding analysis indicates that high gain is possible

from the amplifier by operating near the point of

instability. The fixed product behavior shows that if we

adjust the device for the highest gain possible we must

-. ,
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suffer a tradeoff in the form of a reduced operational

oandwidth. This forces us to ootimize the design in terms

of the ultimate use of tne amollfier.

Artificial Q Variation

From Equation 8, we see that the gain is oroportional to the

total Q(recall that Qin is fixed). If some means were

available to increase Qt then we expect to see an increase

in the amplifier gain. A judicious management of Qe will

result in the desired increase of Qt(reference Equation 7);

but Qe can not be increased without bound, for when Qe=Qm,

the device passes into the region of instability, and the

gain becomes infinite. For an excessive Qe the gain will

assume a finite value amplification will not occur and

oscillation will begin. Since Qe is a function of the

coupling network, variation of r12 will effect its value.

In the foregoing analysis of the reflection amplifier, we

have relied upon the flat dielectric face alone to give us

the value for the coefficient, r12, in Equation 4. If r12

is artificially varied(by changing the coupling

characteristics), Qt will vary in the same direction. These

variations in the r12 value could possibly result from the

partial silvering of the front dielectric olane, changing
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tne coupling aperture geometry, or through the utilization

of a Fabry-Perot etalon to act as a variable reflectivity

mirrorm.

Fig. 111-12 gives the amplifier gain response for a 2 Amp

beam driven Free Electron LASER, where r12 is unaltered. We

can make a comparison then with Fig. III-13, where r12 has

been increased to a value 10% larger than that for Fig. 1II-

12. The behavior of the altered r12 device is as predicted.

We observe a peak gain increase of approximately 5dB.

'1w
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CHAPTER 4

SUPERRADIANCE

Superradiance in essence is a transitional mode between the

stimulated regime and the spontaneous regime. As such, it

will allow us to derive an expression for the power emitted

by the Free Electron LASER. In the ootical MASER, the

spontaneous emission rate or radiated power is linearly

proportional to the population difference between the

excited states and the qround state. The sunerradiant

emission, however, is characterized by a proportionality

where the power is a function of the square of the

population difference. Qualitatively, the superradiant

power is the power emitted from the LASER without the

oenefit of the multiple passage of the gain medium. It is

observed in LA3ERS of high optical gain in the absence of a

resonant cavity.(9).

In the LASER, the superradiant environment is generated when

all the atoms in the medium contribute coherently to one

dipole moment(10). The polarization can be shown to be

proportional to the pculation inversion. If that

polarization field oscillates in time, the oower emitted is

related to the oroduct of the time derivative of the

7U
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polarization and the electric field. This electric field is

not an applied field but the self field generated by the

atoms themselves. If we relate the energy stored by the

resonant enclosure to the power dissipated by the structure,

the power radiated per unit volume can be expressed(Yariv):

This expression for the power per unit volume in the

superradiant moae represents simple way for estimating power

output of the device.

In a similar process, we should be able to generate an

expression which provides a reliable estimate for the power

out of the Free Electron LASER. The Free Electron LASER

does not depend on the atomic process of population

inversion, thus we will have to determine an appropriate

analog. Recalling the geometry of Chapter 2, we can compute

the power delivered to the radiant self field by taking the

volume integral of beam current density dotted into the

Electric field vector. Equating that quantity to the Q of

the cylindrical cavity and the stored energy, we may solve

for the electric field. If we then look at the power

emitted by a resonant cavity, we can use the relation for

the electric field previously derivedand with little effort

di

[ /c( ,-
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arrive at an expression for the power emitted by the Free

Electron LASER in the superradiant mode.

Initially we want to determine the power supplied to the

radiant field oy the charged particles in the electron beam.

4e are working in the limit of an infinite external magnetic

field so the motion of the electrons is restricted to the z-

direction, only, so that J=nev . We again consider that

only the TM ;nodes in the waveguide satisfy the symmetry of

the Cerenkov interaction in the axisymmetric resonator.

Thus the field quantities have the form:

By eliminating the explicit time dependence from the T1

components using V and z, and keepinq the Z component of E,

we can perform the integral of J.E and obtain:

: - V E o -CQ -(Akv) o

. . Pr(=.

For simplicity we define the result to be: We can

equate this expression for power to the power dissipated in

a cavity of quality factor, Q.

, I
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Now considering on the left hand side all the field

components and expressing B in terms of Er and Ez, the left

hand side becomes:

SL FLrL

For convenience we define the integral on the right as and

equating to equation l, we can solve for A:

The power radiated from a resonant structure can also be

defined in terms of the Q and the stored energy:

Performing the integral of the energy density with Ez and Er

as before, we obtain an expression for power in terms of

(Ez): U() C\1

(\1L

fVo
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Using the result derived for E; in Equation 3s, and

substituting into Equation 4, we see that for the power

emitted:

Re-expressing J in terms of Oeam current:

~ CoXRL?2ITT)
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As we can see, the power emitted is a function of the square

of the beam current. Recalling~ the exoression for the Power

from the atomic LASER as proportional to the square of the

population inversion, we can infer that the IbZ term is

2.analagous to the (Nb-Na)

'I'I
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CONCLUSION

We proposed in the introduction that the Free Electron LASER

be used as the gain medium in a reflection microwave

amplifier. The results obtained in this thesis support our

proposal.

The Cerenkov Free Electron LASER has been modeled using a

dielectric loaded waveguide with a relativistic electron

beam propagating through the medium in the axial direction.

A detailed gain analysis conducted for this geometry showed

the Free Electron LASER gain to be capable of supporting

amplification above oscillation. Parametric analysis of the

gain response snowed the performance of the amplifier to be

related to beam cynamics and the resonator geometry. Our

results indicate that useful amplifier cnaracteristics

'I should be available at frequencies in excess of 100GHz.

An expression was derived which showed that the superradiant

power emitted for the Free Electron LASER is proportional to

the square of the beam current. This is compared to the

optical LASER superradiant outnut power which is

proportional to the square of the population difference.

76
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Continuation of research in this area is certainly possible.

The solution of the annular cylinder geometry will be

necessary for an accurate estimate of actual Free Electron

LASER reflection amplifier performance.
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APPENiDIX I

FORTRSAN COMPUTER PROGRAM
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APPENDIX 2

FREQUENCY DEPENDENCE OF - EAK GAI

In order to see how the Peak gain behaves as a function of w

it is necessary to beqin with the dispersion relation,

equation 7, Chapter 2:

The synchronous point becomes of interest because that is

wnere the strongest wave-particle irteraction occurs:

LkVo

If we look near the point w =kv then we can expand the wt

term to be:

The dispersion relation can be rewritten using this

expansion as:

LJC

-~(C - ) = 0

f to,? ..

e av)

. . . . ....... ... .. .... ... . ... . . . I I I5



eorking near synchronism we can use the approximation:

which implies:

T ne substitution ot tnese approximations for the expanded

product term results in an approximate cubic form of the

dispersion relation:

The roots may be solved for with the spatial gain-:

This expression for the peak gain as a function of W,, shows

a one third power dependence on the frequency.
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A'3STRACT

.4e consider the excitation of an

electromagnetic wave by a relativistic

electro-n oeam in the infinite medium. In the

collective regime, instability can occur oy

coupling to either of the beam negative

energy modes. The slow space charge

interaction has been called the Cerenkov

instability and detailed elsewhere. An

investigation of the slow cyclotron

interaction is presented here. The effect has

been called the Cerenkov-cyclotron

instability. It is a high frequency, high

gain effect which has promise as a source of

submillimeter radiation.
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Chapter One

1.1 Introduction

rhe advent of relativistic electron beam technology has

renewed hopes for a powerful radiation source in the quasi-

optical region of the electromagnetic spectrum. A numoer of

devices currently employ such beams in an effort to reach high

frequency, high power operation. Relativistic magnetrons and

gyrotrons are examples.

Another such device is the free electron laser. Broadly, a

free electron laser extracts kinetic energy from an electron beam

and uses it to amplify a radiation field. In one version of this

device, superluminal electrons stimulate Cerenkov radiation in a

resonant cavity. Successive electrons do work on the laser field

and give up energy to it. At only moderate beam energies, such

radiation can fall into the millimeter and submillimeter regime.

ThIs device has been called the Cerenkov-type free electron

laser.

Recall that Cerenkov radiation is produced when a charged

particle moves through or near a dielectric medium with velocity

7
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greater than the speed of light in the medium. The particle

creates a "shock front" of electromagnetic waves. The angle at

which the radiation propagates relative to the particle motion

depends on the speed of the particle as well as the dielectric

constant of the medium according to
/(-o5 9= -/I

The phenomenon is illustrated scnematically in figure I-1.

Cerenkov type free electron lasers have several attractive

features. First, they require only modest beam energies. Beams of

five hundred KeY or less provide power levels and frequencies of

interest. A Cerenkov type free electron laser can, therefore, be

a relatively compact device.

Another nice feature of the concept relates directly to the

wavelength of operation. In conventional travelling wave tubes,

the interaction wavelength is related to some characteristic

length of the system1 . High frequency operation of these devices

is limited by the machinist's ability to accurately produce

components whose dimensions may be less than one millimeter. This

is not true of the free electron laser. The latter has already

produced wavelengths smaller than the transverse dimension of the

system2 .

Applications of a high power, high frequency radiation source

are manifold. Fusion physics, spectroscopy, and communications

provide examples of fields which would benefit.
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The need for submillimeter waves in the fusion effort is

particularly worthy of attention. A sketch of the primary fusion

applications will also give information about the properties a

3useful source would have

Electron cyclotron resonance heating (ECRH) is the best known

example. As a plasma is heated, resistivity falls and, so,

limits joule heating. Attaining fusion parameters will require a

heating scheme which is not self-limiting. 4hile ECR at the

fundemental can be shielded in dense plasmas, heating at the

second harmonic improves with increased temperature and density.

In typical fusion devices where toroidal fields are in the range

of tens of kilogauss, this implies the need for a source of high

frequency waves. Frequencies in the tens of gigahertz will be

necessary. In addition, power levels in excess of a megawatt may

be required.

ECRB can be used to preferentially heat portions of the

plasma. This is accomplished by tuning the rf to coincide with

the local cyclotron frequency (or its harmonic). This permits

preferential heating of the dense center of the plasma.

Alternatively, it enables the experimenter to shape the current

profile for improved stability. A radiation source for ECRH must

be easily tunable.

10



1.2 Posing tne Pronlem

A relativistic electron beam, propagated along a constant

magnetic field, has four normal modes. Two of these are

longitudinal oscillations and do not depend on the presence of an

external field. These are the negative energy (or slow) and

positive energy (or fast) space charge waves.

The terms "fast" and *slow* are easily understood. The phase

velocity of the positive energy wave is greater than the electron

oeam velocity.

We call this wave fast.

The phase velocity of the negative energy wave is less than

the electron beam velocity.

< V.
we call this wave slow.

The two remaining normal modes are transverse in character

and do depend on the applied magnetic field. These are the

negative energy (or slow) and positive energy (or fast) cyclotron

waves. A plot of the dispersion relations is shown in figure

1-2.



Figure 1-2 Electron Beam Normal Modes
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As in the case of the oeam space charge waves, we understand

S te terms 'fast" and "slow" in terms of the phase velocities:

For propagation in the vacuum, all four waves are stable. If

the magnetized electron beam is propagated through a dielectric

medium, however, a negative energy wave can become unstable.

Extensive theory has been developed to describe the exponential

growth of the slow space charge wave4 . Such growth occurs only

for beam velocities greater than the speed of light in the

dielectric medium and has therefore been called the Cerenkov

instability.

Until now, the theory of the Cerenkov interaction has been

limited. Only strongly magnetized beams and unmagnetized beams

have been considered. In these limits, the electromagnetic wave

couples to the slow cyclotron wave on the electron beam.

In the present work, we treat the general proolem of finite

magnetization. In this regime, the wave can couple to the slow

cyclotron mode. Growth depends closely on the gyromotion of the

electrons and has therefore been called the Cerenkov-cyclotron

instability5 .I
In chapter two of this thesis, we will review the theory of

the Cerenkov instability. This discussion serves three purposes.

First, it broadly demonstrates the general method. Second, it

13
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introduces the important concept of "synchronism." Finally, it B
provides a background against which new results may be viewed. g

In chipter three, we model the general oroblem. We use a

linearized, cold fluid analysis to treat an electromagnetic wave 1

propagating at an arbilrary angle through a magnetized electron

beam in the infinite medium. The disnersion relation is derived.

This, in turn, is manipulated to give a fairly compact algerbraic 1

relation. No approximation is made during this manipulation. i
We go on to show that the Cerenkov dispersion relations for

strong and weaK magnetization are recoverable in the appropriate

limits. This, together with a qualitative examination of the

dispersion relation, supports the claim that we have correctly !
treated the general problem.

In chapter four, we consider the case of a forward

propagating electromagnetic wave. The dispersion relation is I
easily obtained as a limit of the general expression. The

technique of root locus plotting is introduced an. used to

dnalyze the stability of the system. The dispersion relation is 3
then solved in the neighborhood of the slow cyclotron solution to

give expressions for the growth rate of the wave and the 3
threshold of instability. These are, in turn, analyzed

graphically.

In chapter five, we solve the general dispersion relation I
near the slow cyclotron root with the aid of a "weak beam" 5

14
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approximation. rhis approximation is evaluated and seen to be

excellent. Expressions for the gain and threshold of the system

are derived and discussed. The gain is found to be much greater

than the chapter four results and comparable to the gain for the

Cerenkov interaction on a strongly magnetized beam.

In Thapter six, we give a brief discussion of the feasibility

of a Cerenkov-cyclotron free electron laser. The coupling

problem is discussed and tne reciprocal quality of the system is

introduced to account for frequency dependent losses in the laser

cavity. This Q is compared to tne figure dictated oy theory.

Finally, we conclude in chapter seven. A summary of the work

is presented and its most important approximation, beam coldness,

evaluated.

15
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Chapter Two

II.1 Cerenkov Theory

Let us review tne tneory of tne Cerenkov instaoility0 . 4,ie

will consider an electron beam propagating through a circular

waveguide. The waveguide is filled with a homogeneous, isotropic

dielectric of dielectric constant epsilon. The applied magnetic

field is along the axis of the waveguide and is strong enough to

confine the electrons to motion along this axis. This "infinite

Bo" assumption is necessary in order to restrict ourselves to the

study of longitudinal beam oscillations-- the space charge wave.

Instability in the finite Bo regime is the main focus of this

'I thesis and will be discussed in detail in a later chapter. The

geometry Is shown In figure II-1.

Electric and magnetic fields in the dielectric satisfy

Maxwell's equations in the absence of sources.

An electromagnetic wave is introduced as a perturbation to the

system. The resulting perturbed current density is used as a

16
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source tern in Max-dell's equations to give

Next, we can split the %.x operator into transverse and

parallel components. In tne limit of infinite magnetic field, J

nas no transverse component and tne resulting (transverse) wave

equation is homnogeneous.

Assuming plane wave solutions of the form

we can rewrite the perpendicular wave equation

Next, we aasume that the electric field vector is an

eigenfunction of the ;:;L z operator. Then

where p, the transverse wave numoer, is dictated by the

transverse boundary value problem. In our cylindrical geometry,

the eigenfunction expansion is in terms of Bessel functions and

so

where Oxol" is the l-th root of the zero-th order Bessel function

and 'a" is the waveguide radius.

1s
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Suostituting into our transverse wave equation, we ootain

Choosing the non trivial solution (EO), we arrive at the free

wave dispersion relation.

This is a relation between W and k governing the propagation of

an electromagnetic wave through a dielectric-loaded waveguide. A

plot is shown in figure 11-2.

At this point it is instructive to plot the free wave

dispersion relation and the slow space charge dispersion relation

on the same axes. For beam velocities exceeding the speed of

light in the dielectric, these curves will cross. At the point

of intersection, the electron beam is moving with velocity equal

to the phase velocity of the free wave. We call this

intersection "synchronism." The electron beam is said to be

synchronous with the electromagnetic wave.

The coupling between the electron beam and the

electromagnetic wave is strongest at synchronism. We can use

this fact to determine the direction of propagation for strongest

coupling. We invoke the two synchronism conditions:

cuOkV

Solving simultaneously, we find

~ I-a
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V

wnere Ps- is the oean velocity in units of the vacuum speed of

light. Resolving tne effective propagation vector into parallel

and perpendicular components k and p,

we an efne heange het k

Theta is, then, the angle formed by the propagation vector of the

electromagnetic wave and the z-axis.

Substituting this expression into 1-a we find,

or

But this is just the Cerenkov angle. We see then, that the

strongest coupling between an electromagnetic wave and the slow

space charge wave occurs when the radiation propagates at an

angle equal to the Cerenkov angle to the electron beam.

We will extract one final piece of information from figure

11-2 before moving on. It is clear that the two dispersion

curves can only intersect if the slope of the slow space charge

21
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line exceeds the slope of the free wave asymptote. Syrnoolicallv,

This relation defines a threshold condition for the onset of

instability and is called the Cerenkov threshold. Below the

Cerenkov threshold, the electron beam is stable. Only when the

oeam exceeds the Cerenkov threshold does the system destabilize.

To gain information about the coupled system we must return

to the inhomogeneous wave equation and consider now its axial

component. - 7 -

Again, we assume plane wave solutions and so Fourier transform to

give
hit-

9ere - _kis the z-z element of the beam dielectric

tensor. While the dielectric tensor has not been derived, it is

sufficient to realize that the quantity relates the

perturbed current density to the electric field.

IV.?
once again assuming E,,to be an eigenfunction of the 4operator,

we arrive at L4 I

The non trivial solution brings us to the dispersion relation

22
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where is the solution of the uncouoled equation.

We seek a solution of this coupled dispersion relation. If

the perturbation term is small, we find the solution by

evaluating tne coupled part of the equation directly at

synchronism. That is, where

k :-j K

Ae rewrite the dispersion relation

Noting that factors on the left hand side are approximately equal

at synchronism, and substituting the "synchronous" frequency into

the right hand side, we find that the dispersion relation is

cubic in W-w :

The roots are then given byI= -IJ IT"
And so we find that near synchronism, the root is shifted away

from the unperturbed value by a term which may be complex. We

conclude that a normal mode of the beam-rf system is a growing

23
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wave of the form

Y" ~ -9. -C.e7

wnere tne growth rate is

and the real frequency shift is

This wave is Cerenkov unstable.

The factor /- in the right hand side of our gain

expression is of interest. We see that positive gain will occur

only for I C-!P , that is, for superluminal beam velocities.

This is the Cerenkov threshold once again. It was obtained

earlier in a qualitative fashion in connection with our

discussion of figure 11-2. We now see that the threshold appears

directly in the gain expression and is therefore quite rigorous.

To conclude this section, let us consider the case of forward

propagating radiation. In this limit, the transverse wave

number, p, vanishes. The dispersion relation reduces to

Wp =0

which we recognize as a purely longitudinal mode. In fact, the

equation describes the fast and slow space charge waves.

24
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A

These waves are clearly stable and we conclude that tnere is

j no Cerenkov instability for a forward propagating wave.

I
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Chapter Three

We have seen that in the limit of strong magnetization, the

slow space charge wave can be unstable. Growth occurs only for

oeam velocities exceeding the Cerenkov threshold. The gain is

maximized for propagation at the Cerenkov angle and vanishes

entirely in the forward direction.

Let us go on to study the second of the negative energy beam

modes: the slow cyclotron mode. As a model, we consider an

infinite, isotropic medium characterized by a dielectric constant

epsilon. The dielectric is immersed in a constant magnetic

field, Bo, which we take to be along the z-axis. %;ext, we let an

electron beam pass through the medium. The unperturbed beam

velocity is Vo and also lies in the z-direction. we treat the

beam as an infinite, cold plasma of electrons and so ignore the

effects of boundaries to the system and of thermal spread in the

beam. Finally, we introduce an electromagnetic wave propagating

through the beam-dielectric medium at some angle theta to the z-

axis. The electric and magnetic fields associated with the wave

will be treated as perturbations to the beam-dielectric system.

we use a linearized, cold fluid theory and so work in the small

26



signal limit. The system is shown in figure III-l.

111.1 The Dispersion Function

As above, we treat the perturbed current density as a source

term in Maxwell's equations. The self-consistent fields are

then governed by

~ C- C -;t

where ,LA has been set equal to unity. Combining the curl

equations in the usual way,

Using the vector identity

?= 7x'72

as well as the constitutive relation

we see that

Finally, we introduce the conductivity tensor which

relates perturbations in the current density to the electric

field. Substituting U S- we find

27
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Aext we consider a single Fourier component of the wave oy

assuming a plane wave dependence of the form

Our wave equation now takes the form

Defining the dispersion function

where 1 is the unit tensor, we require that D( ,k) vanish for

a non trivial solution. Thus we arrive at a determinantal

dispersion relation governing small amplitude waves in the

system. The physics is still hidden, however, in the

conductivity tensor - . Our next task, then, is to calculate

the response of the electron fluid to the electromagnetic wave.

111.2 Derivation of the Conductivity Tensor

We begin by calculating the force on a fluid element due to

the perturbation. We will solve the resulting equation of motion

to compute the perturbed beam velocity.

29
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4e linearize the force law by assuming small perturbati')ns around

an equilibrium solution. Explicitly,

4

nere, Bo and Vo are zero-th order quantities. All other terms are

first order.

Also, we are free to choose our axes such that the

propagation vector lies entirely in tne x-z plane. Then

To start, let us rewrite the left hand side of the force law.

We linearize using the assumptions listed above and resolve the

left hand side into parallel and perpendicular components.

dt dr

db.. = d0V

We combine these expressions to give

-t dr" WE-

_ 30
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,

For V perpendicular to

For V in the direction of dt'

where we nave used i-j r z.

Returning to the full force law, we nave

=( j
dr Y-"7 C i

Here, "1is an effective longitudinal mass. The fluid element

seems heavier in the direction of motion than it does in the

transverse sense. As the beam energy is increased, then, the

electron beam becomes *stiffer, a relativistic effect.

Next, let us linearize the Vx3 term.

The first term of the right hand side vanishes identically. The

last term is ignored to first order giving,

ev th t,

d i. - e 3C1
de- - YO r

Rewriting the transverse part,

31j



dc -&

where is the relativistic cyclotron frequency.

Next, we consider the Y "3, term. From Maxwell's

equations,

giving for a single Fourier component,

C B

or

then

4riting out the cross products explicitly we have

( - . E --

-& (yk 94)
32
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Havin3 specialized the rignt hand side of our equation of

.notion to a single Fourier component, we must do the same to the

left hand side. C is the convective derivitive and so we

have

dt

Defining the quantity

6" = W - -

we have for the transverse art of the force law,

eJ
L4

or

00'

writing the right hand side in matrix form,

Li W

(L ' ,' • -:)u=£ -
V 0 0
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Ae can solve this matrix equation for the transverse

component of the perturbed velocity. This is easily accomnlished

by matrix inversion giving

o W

Now let us add information about the longitudinal

perturoation. We have

Fourier transforming the convective derivitive as above,

Finally, we combine our two equations of motion to yield a

single matrix equation for the perturbed velocity as a function

'I of the perturbing electric field.
.It -.. 1

0 LZ LLJ

Examining this equation, we see that the zero-tb order motion

gives rise to matrix elements which couple the axial and
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perpendicular fields. The beam mixes the axial and oeroendicular

motion.

Also, we notice a factor of ,. This term is

divergent for ( f 'c and so de anticipate a resonance near

this frequency. In fact, w'LAJ is just the dispersion

relation tor cyclotron waves on the electron beam. We anticipate

tnen, that the response will oe greatest near a normal mode of

the system.

Next, we solve the equation of continuity to give an

expression for the perturbed beam density.

+ 0.( =

Linearizing and Fourier transforming,

,.( , , /'Y), - ) o

And solving for the perturbed density,

in) - . - --

Now we are ready to construct the perturbed current density,

J.
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Defining tne perturoed current density as

and using the result for n, derived aoove, we find

t)" K0 + )O -- -

where - is the unit tensor.

Computing L -4- o_ and using the expression for V

obtained above, we have ._ <Q L0)

"o, e- ,*f , p
C a LA..)

VoR o ____-_ ,

Carrying out the matrix .nultiplication, we can express the

perturbed current solely in terms of E

3,,
where f., _ '

is the tensor of conductivity describing the response of the beam
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to the electronagnetic save 3nd is the beam

plasma frequency.

I1I.3 Construction of the Dispersion Relation

.ve nave used tne lorentz force law together with the equation

of continuity to derive a conductivity tensor for the electron

neam-rf system. We are now ready to return to the dispersion

function and calculate a useful dispersion relation.

Substituting - into the dispersion function D,

we arrive at a determinantal dispersion relation:

t ~AJ

1--- L cz  7 '.7; rII,

_ 12

tip 7. VD t" I._ _
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This equation defines the normal nodes of the coupled system. It

is exact to within the limits of our cold fluid approach.

The dispersion relation looks quite formidable but is

actually tractable. We expand in cofactors and then group terms

in powers of . ,s in some sense a measure

of the strength of the interaction. we will call terms
I

proportional to resonant since they become large when

the electromagnetic wave resonates with a cyclotron wave.

Grouping the resonant terms together, we can express the

dispersion function as 'I IL

iQ L -' k. t .

~~(~-k t ) 3

[ LP'/,cAi L

This is a complicated function of ( ), k, and all the five

parameters. It describes the general case of propagation at an

unspecified angle through arbitrary magnetic field strength.

Before attempting a solution of the general problem, let us

consider two further limiting conditions to the dispersion

relation. First, we will let the cyclotron frequency become very

large. We will show that the Cerenkov results for a strongly
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nagnetized electron beam are then recovered. 14e will define the

infinite 30 limit precisely during that discussion. Next, we

will let the cyclotron frequency approach zero and show that the

resulting dispersion relation describes the Cerenkov interaction

on an un.nagnetized beam.

III.4 Limit of Strong Magnetization

we let the applied magnetic field increase without bound. In
I

the infinite Bo limit, the quantity becomes very small

and the resonant terms vanish. The dispersion relation reduces to

4e recognize this as the relation derived in chapter two in

connection with our discussion of the Cerenkov instability. The

"Cerenkov" dispersion relation appears easily as a limit of the

present, more general D.

Let us next determine precisely how large the applied field

must be to be properly regarded as infinite. Our procedure will

be as follows. We will first assume the cyclotron frequency to

be large, but finite. We will then compute the shift in the

Cerenkov roots owing to the B-field dependent terms. Requiring
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that this shift oe small, we will define tne sense in whicn a

field is infinite.

As a first approximation we assume

IZ7

Recognizing that is proportional to the Cerenkov growth rate,

we can restate this inequality as follows. We assume that the

frequency of gyromotion of the electrons is much greater than the

growth rate of the Cerenkov interaction. Physically, the

electrons perform many orbits in one e-folding time. Using this

assumption in equation 111-a, we have for our large Bo dispersion

relation,

-7. -V

Expanding the determinant,

41
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The last term in this expression is much smaller than tne others

and we may ignore it. Je rewrite the remainder to give

7- all-_ _

This is just the Cerenkov relation for a strongly magnetized beam

modified by the factor / - W? in the last two terms.
E O 

i

The precise result derived in chapter one is recovered if we

require Z

Let us express this last in terms of more fundemental

quantities. we have, then,

t

Ill-b

This relation defines the So equal to infinity condition. To

41 
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a first degree of aoproximation, a field is infinite if it

satisfies equation III-b. Only the space charge wave is unstable

in tnis limit; the cyclotron wave is disregarded.

111.5 Limit of W.eak Magnetization

As the applied magnetic field falls to zero, the dispersion

relation reduces to

- le - -- -_

0 t- 
8 I - t W

4 4e note immediately that - ,*,.is a factor

of D. Expanding the determinant and grouping terms in powers of

, we can write the dispersion relation as follows.

t± 1

This result reproduces previous calculations7 ,  rc.'- J -

42
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III.i Discussion

As in our discussion of the Cerenkov instability, it is

useful to plot the dispersion relations for the free wave and

slow cyclotron wave on the sane axes. See figure 111-2. In

contrast to the Cerenkov case, the constraint r does

not insure an intersection. Requiring that k -- - we find

+

That is, the beam velocity must exceed the soeed of light in the

.nedium by an amount equal to the '3hase velocity of the cyclotron

wave in the beam frame. This relation constitutes the Cerenkov-

cyclotron thresnold.

Let us next use figureIII-2 to determine a relationship

oetween k and p. That is, to specify the angle of propagation at

syncnronism. Setting

and solving,

Co5 = JT' +
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Inis, then, is tne angle at whicn tne Leak 3rowtn occurs.

i6.uivalently, it is thne angle at which synchronois radiation of

wave na.n. er k propagates.

This is understood as follows. We consider radiation of a

particular frequency. Fixing the applied field (..) and the

accelerating voltage ( e ), we can look out througn theta and

ask aDout the growth of the wave. For small anqles, some growth

will occur. The excnanqe of enerav is inefficient, however.

Electrons soend almost as much time having work done on them by

the wave as they do doing work on the wave. As we increase theta

from zero, the gain increases and is maximized at an anqle

jictated oy synchronism. Effectively, we have varied the detuning

of the electromagnetic wave from the beam. Best couoling is

achieved for minimum detuning; that is , at synchronism8 .

Let us now examine the form of the dispersion function. 4e

can write D as tne sum of an uncoupled oart ani two coupled

ar ts. erenkov

the uncoupled part, given oy

is obviously the free wa-e solution. It deoends neither on

(0)
resonant terms nor on the beam plasma frequency. -D is the

unperturbed solutipn of the problem of an electromagnetic wave

noving through a dielectric medium.
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i'ne first of tne coulin3 ter.is is )iven oy

2D r
Z~ - -

This term is independent of the cyclotron frequency and describes

a longitudinal mode, the space charge node. 4e have seen that

when the apolied magnetic field is increased without bound,

is the dominant perturbation to That is
C e 4r en * cre*ov- C>c /oa

as Bo oeco-zes finite, both terms oerturb the free wave. There

are two separate synchronisms here and two resonant frequencies.

dow distant the two effects are and which one dominates must be

determined from a careful solution of tne dispersion relation. Aq

Bo goes to zero, both coupling terms become resonant with The

space charge wave. This suggests the Cerenkov interaction on an

un.magnetized beam.

ie conclude from this qualitative inspection of the disoersion

function that, as the parameter 3o is varied from zero through

tne infinite regime, the roots of the dispersion function are

amoothly varying. This, together with tne fact of recovering the

4b
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3o=zero, Bo=infinity limits, provides evidence that we have

correctly derived the general disoersion relation.

.e next sketch the roots of the unoerturoed disoersion

relation in the WJ -k plane. These inclule two zean cyclotron

waves, two Deam sace charge waves, and tne free electronalnetic

wave. ie neglect tne plasma frequency witn res'pect to tne

cyclotron intercept and snow t se curves in figure 111-3.

2nere are two points of particular interest. rne first is the

intersection of the space charge line and tne free wave curve;

tne second is the intersection of the slow cyclotron line with

toe free wave. The foramer defines a synchronisn of the soace

charge wave with an electromagnetic wave. The latter defines

synchronism with the slow cyclotron wave.

we have seen that the slow space charge wave is unstablenear

synchronism. For frequencies tremter than the synchronous

frequency, there are two real roots. Below a critical value, the

roots are coiplex.

Similarly, we expect the slow cyclotron wave to Jestazoilize

near synchronism. In this case, however, the instaoility is

oounjeo ootn aoove and oelow in frequency. Beyond these cutoffs,

tne solutions are ootn real; within, a co.nplex conjugate oair. A

sKetch of the pertubed dispersion relation is shown in figure

111-4.
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In tne next two cnapters we will investigate the t.e

Cerenkov-cyclotron instaoility in ietail by solving tne

disoersion relation near synchronism with the slow cyclotron

wave. For now, however, let us make a few observations relatinj

to the general Dhenomenology oredicted by figure 111-4.

To begin, we note that for a iiven oean eneriv tne cyclotron

interaction occurs at a higher frequency than does the Cerenkov

interaction. For realistic field strengths, this points to an

intrinsically nigher frequency device.

Also, tne resonant frequency tunes to the magnetic field

strengtn as well as the Dean energy. Ae have seen that tunaoility

is dn important feature of a useful radiation source an] so this

is an attractive feature.

The question of which instability dominates is certainly of

interest. In the limit of weak magnetization, the slow cyclotron

line coalesces with the soace charge line. The roots vary

smoothly into the previously obtained solutions of that oroblem.

In the limit of large 30, as defined orecisely above, the

cyclotron roots are shifted to infinite frequency. .e will see in

a later cnaoter that tnis imulies the dominance of the szace

charge roots.
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or finite malnetic field, the two effects coexist. T.e

longitudinal and transverse instaoilities both occur, tieir

oroportions oeinq dictated by the growth rates. ihile cou'lini

to tne space charge 4ave has Oeen verified excerimentally, tnere

nas oeen no report of coupling to tne cyclotron mode in a free

electron laser system. It is of extreme interest to demonstrate

tis effect. ve will see that it is a very promising source of

aigh frequency waves.
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IV.l Forward Propagation

The exoressions we have derived thus far are still quite

general in the sense that they describe radiation propagating at

an arbitrary angle to the zero-th order beam motion. The magnetic

field strength is also unspecified. Before solving the general

oroblem, however, let us consider the case of a forward

oropagating electromagnetic wave. That is ? = 0 - 0 . In this

linit, tne radiation cooropagates with the electron beam, both in

tne z-direction. Recall also that we are no longer working in

the 3o=infinity limit and so anticipate solutions which depend on

'I tne yroxotion of the electrons. For 7 O we have,

W I C

LO

Recall now the dispersion function

a - T" -- +
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X:oastructin D .e see

\ ° o

a aaonal matrix. The conductivity tensor is only block

Jiagonal but is easily diagonalizeu. We define .L by

3olving tne cnaracteristic equation, we have for the eigenvalues

,/ SO that

I'I+/.. iCxp LO (Lu'j_!c/

"4ext, we can ask about the eigenvectors of tne svste-m.

Equivalently, what is the change of basis wnich JecouDles tie

3yste.a? 3olving the eigenvector problem we find
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anJ so the normal modes of the svste.n are :ircularlv oolarized

daves. Performing the :nanie of basis, we nave for the

disnersion function

______ o O o _-

0 0 - .

rc

2he oeterazinant is, of course, trivially evaluated giving four

soiutions. Defining the quantity

The four solutions are

tO -  O -L p C 0),
- ( J' - - IV-a

ZIV-b

6 l&.w'+ 'Id)

IV-c
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TV-ci

Leiations IV-c ana IV-4 aescribe fast and slow space char ie

saves. 2nese iodes are Jecoupled fron the transverse notion and

snow no dependence on tne cyclotron frequency.

Relations IV-a and IV-b describe tne coupling of the fast and

slow cyclotron waves to the rf. Dependence of the apolied

nagnetic field as well as on the dielectric constant of the

nediu~m is seen.
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id.4 A 1is tne - Iprsion :elations

.-Ie nave deriveo expressions relating W ani k for the

eigen.nodes of oir couoled oeam-rf-dielectric system. me can next

ask if any of tnese normal nodes are growinq waves. The soace

ch'3re waves are easily seen to be stable bV inspection of

eQuation IV-c,d The cyclotron modes require rore detailed

attention.

.e Will e.noloy a technique known as root locus plotting. A

root locus plot shows regions in the complex plane which are

roots of the iispersion function for some combination of problem

para.meters. Only certain W -vectocs satisfy the phase relations

alctated oy the dispersion relation; those that Jo not can never

oe roots of tne disoersion function. A real root indicates a

staole noje. A non zero imaginary component, however, describes

an exponentially growing wave. we rewrite the cyclotron

iispersion function as follows:

mnere the olus/minus sign indicates the slow/fast wave,

respectively. Roots of the function F( w,k) are also roots of D,

exceot oossibly along the line L.j: . We require then that the

uant Y ty

' A.-L(-L/(~'±~

a-
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- I"

3e real an- positive if L, is to 3atisfy tna Jiscersion relation.

Equivalently, a numoer LO WA+/,'Wx must introduce a hnase snift

of 2nrr (n an inte-ger) if .) is a root.

1lso, we can vary the couoling oaraoeter: i As we do

so, the quantity 6 L(.J) ) must reoain eaual to

unity if F(w ,k) is to vanish. For weak coupling, a root sust

approach a pole of Z( w,k) :

As the couilin strengtn increases, the roots leave the ooles and

.nove toward the zeros of G:

W/t

In so doing, the roots describe trajectories along which the beam

strength is a parameter.

Let us now draw root locus plots of the fast cyclotron wave.

Plots are shown for botn subluminal ( V -- ) and suoerluminal

> C oropagation in fiqures IV-l and IV-2.

The fast cyclotron roots lie entirely along the real axis.

Only real frequencies satisfy the dispersion relation and we

concluae that tne fast cyclotron wave is staole. This could have

Deen anticipated since we expect only slow waves to oe unstable.

4e snow root locus plots for tne slow cyclotron wave in

tigures IV-3 and IV-4. For oeaai velocities less than the soeed
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of lignt in the 5ielectric, the roots are real; the avstem is

staole. Above Cerenkov thres.old, however, the root trajectory

leaves tne real axis ann takes on a non zero imaginary com!:onent.

Tnis 4awe 3rows exponentially in time anj is said to oe Cerenkov-

cyclotron unstable.
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iv.j Soiution oL tne 3is~ersion "elation

Ae can find an analytic exoression for tne oeak lain of the

system )y solving the dispersion relation near svncnronism.

Recall

If the couoling ter-ns are small comoared to the unperturbed root,

we expect solutions which are shifted slightly from that root.

Of interest is the imaginary part of the snift. Je estinate the

najnitude of tnat quantity by evaluating the 3erturbation term

oirectly at synchronism.

Operationally, we rewrite equation IV-a to give

3ettinJ equal to - in the right hand side, and recognizing

that (K-OkV_-j) at synchronism, we find,

Solving, we obtain the following si-nole exoression for the growth

rate:

Ck)~~ - _____

-~ IV-e

o3
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jain is Saen to -e Z f un ctlon J je .ave inumeZr

zyclutron Lre.Jency, ea:n en,={ry, iieltctric constant, as oeli as

_aa siren~tn. At syncnronism, nowever, only four of these

-ara.iieers vary independently. It any three of tne first four

carameters just mentioned are fixed, tne fourth is -,niquelv

soecified according to

WK 1V-f

wnere Vo is exoressable in terms of

Osing ez4aation IV-e, we can make exolicit the dependence of

tne lain function on a particular parameter. Plotting the

resulting relations, we can investigate the gain characteristics

,;t the syste..

Deoenience of the 3ain on 3eam Energy

We treat the iielectric constant of the nedium, plasma

freqiencv (beam current), and cyclotron freauency (aoolieI

.agnetic field) as constants, and eliminate the dependence of the

gain of wave n-amber. The Irowth at synchronism is then

5"



J5zinj t.iS. relationi, *y.e can Exzress t;Ie tnr23:-j1l-r.iio.

: r~as -if the electron zeaii ener~y as

tne -nerl-q rises froD jnitv, '-ia ain "turns or" at ti

tnresnoald, reaches a raximun, anI. tr'e-n falls of' as3

ti ii i: -- o n i ih e ne r.i v. \ -. lot i.F slown in f inine 1I1-5.

.z!.en,;ence oL the ;ain on eeuency

.,tinj tndL at syncnronlsn, t:ie 4aven.x.r.er is a.<cressaw.ie in

cer.us of tne railation frequency (in Iz) accor'iing to

/k-10/T zf))C.

,4e re~rite the Irowtn rate as
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Fixing zhe cyclotron f reqjenzi, -e can tune Wecltizn t: )e~-

energy. A jave of frea jency 3 is sync-rrcnous wit-, 2eD- ;f

eneriv

I=I/- ?2))
L

isinj tnlis exoression in equation IV-e, we -=n excress -Ie

jain at constant cyciotron frecuencv an team cirrent in terT3 af

tne radiation frequency to give
1/

We see that for VNP -Q( the numerator aooroaches a-Z-r

constant. The gain in this high frequency limit falls off as the

frequency to the minus one half oower. A olot is siown in filure

IV-6.

Finally, we note that the lain iq in-jeoen-lent of tle

cyclotron frequency for fixel oeam eneriv.

4e see, then, tnat a circularly polarize- electroma-netic

wave, courooagating witn a suerluminal electron !Den, is

Zerenov-cyclotron unstaole. This eftect nas no analogy in tne

pure Cerenhov case where tne forward propagating wave was seen to

oe staDle. fae study of propagation tnrougn a finite nagnetic

field is tnerefore well notivated. rne question is now raisei,
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noever, vne-ithr one can extract .:iore ener ;y rram te electron

Oeai. zy propagating an electromagnetic wave tnrouih it at sone

angle not equal to zero. In analogy with the erenkov case, *e

expect tnat the general case will s"iow a larier Irowth rate and

that orooalation at a modified Cerenkov angle will maximize tie

,ain.
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-naoter Five

. e a sed 'axieil's equations to4etner 4it -I our

con:iuctivity tensor to derive a dispersion relation. Tie

aispersion relation governs small anilitude electroma~netic waves

oropawatinj at an angLe tnrougn a .iagnetized electron oeam. In

tne li.rits of strong and weak magnetization, tnis equation

reproduces the Cerenkov relations. In the limit of small

transverse wave number, it yields the forward oropagating

cyclotron results.

4.1 Solution of the ;eneral Discersion ielation

It is, in general, aifficult to octain an analvtic solution

to the jispersion relation. Even near synchronisi, the equation is

Slxtn ;egree in tne frequency. A solution of the most general

-rooleat is only practical usin3 nu.nerical techniques in

conjunction ditn a ni4n speea comouter. ae can, nowever,

sulve the proolen analytically in the limit of low seam .ensity.

In tnis limit, the beam olasma frequency is small conoared to tne

7u
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rain rez-jencv. a. retain zerms of at n2 orer of -j

11r jis-ar- iner orier ter:-,s. ii..il sae in t-enext zection

znat tnis 15 an excellent au-_roxii-ation.

.'jr "4ea ~JEa-a' u1sersion reiatiox, is 3iven sy-

D 
L

.ve re.vrite tnis excression to jive

solvirvj near synchronism with tne slow cyclotron dave we find

(W-L* ) L' 2aC
wnlere we have Tiade uise of

CC, / f2 c -a

rinally, we nave for our solution,

Ns in the case of the forward oropagatini wave, it is

imnortant to note that not ill the naramneters wh-ichi 30ear in

e,:uation V-b imav be snecified inleoendentlv at synchronism.
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L t. In~f

.e finu tnat the angie of orooagation nust satisfy tn following

relation:

gJZstitutini this exoression into ecjation V-o, we can rewrite

the 7ro~tn rate to iive

3ere, we nave made explicit tne dependence on the oeam

energy, rf frequency, and cyclotron frequency. lo the extent

tnat tney jo not violate equation V-a, these parameters may now

ue treatej as indeendent variables.

V.2 Tnreshold

Before analyzinr our lain exoression, let us ottain a

tnreshold condition for the instability. Requirini that the riiht

nand side of equation V-b be imaiinary, we find

;/4" [ I)7
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iZ i s clear tnzt tne two DracereJ factors zan never nave tne

sane sign. Tnis woulJ iTlv tne contradiction of -36 C- e,_n

ootn 3reater than and less than jnitv. Since W is a -3ositive

Jefinite ujantitv, we nay rewrite the ineaualitv as follows:

7ince : is also a nunoer Ireater tnan zero, we nave that

j:,ls is ioentical to tne tnresaold conoition ootaineo in our

ji.icu~sion of rigure 111-2.

1.3 jalidity of the .,eak Beat Criterion

4 Let us next lefine the limitations imnosed bv the weak beam

acorox1-ation. 4e have Jiscarded second and third delree terms in

tne quantitv (,.)9 .;e require then that

de rewrite tne plasma frequency as follows.

wC Z
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ilr 2 " 3t-erau;,i~ o r-. z~-czr n n :eer v i,i *e

1,- C z

7T C

F'or of order one centimeter an-4 a oeai raiius of oroer 1

centimeter, this relation is well satisfied "or beamn currents

aoroacninj one ten~th Io. The weak beam reiizme tnui incluies

currents of one to two kiloaineres.

F-3r of orjcr one 'iunlred microns, t n is r,ona in 1 z extende.]

r~~. a:ati currents of or-' r /0r~ i zlota t -

'I 1 J'-.riz;'. c r r~c. ~r r ;rs -a ,-,itu; e

L Lu r t., ., /i,.cc-i vai u e s nr a r -Iil K, ty:ue CeV 1 Ce. .

2J:I1c..u t.WL t -,eieaK zQea:i 13(x~L~f is n ex tr .±.e v

Joe zosin only .ni i-nitatiQl oa tna

i.4 '\nalysis

"ie Tilot the Irowth rate versus beam. eneriv in !i lire 1-1. .
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.:A , t.are is n jain zow tnresholI. At :-iresnnlz tne ;31!i

rises snarply ana peaks near e =2. As in tne case of tae for-ar-j

*ropagating wave tne growtn falls as -to the ainus one nalf

po~er in the nigh energy limit.
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A=xt 4e s1ow tna iezenence of the ian on ooeratini

frequency. Cirves are snown for two values of the ac:liei

magnetic field and zea.n energy in figure V-2. Sain is an

increasing function of frequency. Substantial growth is, injeed,

possible at high frequencies.

For d"=1.4 8nd nagnetic fields in the range fron, two to ten

kilogauss, gains between l."9 and 16-I1j er second are creJictej.

These are quite large. 7t I' =?(5U0 XeV), these figure are

uou:ieed, azoroximately. Ve see, then, that suostantial growth is

-ossiole using noaast oeam energy and a plied field strength.

Let us consider next how the 3ain function responds to

changes in the applied field. The behavoir is shiown in figure V-

3. kne gain is a slowly decreasing function of field strength.

Gains at low field are very large; tnese exceed 1U^10 per sec.

For nigher fields, these figures drop by a factor of two.

Recalling that the interaction frequency rises linearly with the

nagnetic field, we are tempted to conclude that high frequency,

nigh oower ooeration is simply a matter of increasing the

naqnetic field strength. This is not so. ;e will see in the next

section that problems associated with high frequency operation of

a real device comolicate the issue. Tnese results do show,

no~ever, that substantial gain of a sub.oillimeter wave can ze

acnieved for reasonable experimental parameters.
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V

2,a.ter 3ix

V1.1 A :erenKov-Cyclotron Free Electron Laser

Until this coint, we have Deen concerned with understandini

the cnaracter of the Cerenkov-cyclotron instaoility in the

infinite iheiiun. The focus has been on understanding the behavior

of the g&in function and on determining the tooolcgy of the roots

in tne W -k J1ane. Let us now address tne issue of a real

CerenoV-cjCilotron aevice.

ur theory nas considered an electron oea.n oassing directly

tnlrougn tne Jielectric medium. dhile a system of this design may

_ove practical using gaseous dielectrics and extremely4
relativistic beams ( ;--0-?) , it will not be given attention

nere. Rather, we will imagine the electron oeam oassing close

to, out not through, a finite, dielectric structure. One oossible

configuration is shown schematically in fiaure VI-l. It eiolovs

a seni-infinite, dielectric slab. An electron bear, of circular

cross section and diameter "b" oasses through the vacuum channel

in the guide. Above threshold, Cerenkov radiation is excited in

the jielectric lining. Consideration of tie transverse ooundarv

value orolea snows tnat sucn radiation is evanescent in

o0
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zneauu, region. ne eAact uependence is liven y

,Ia

and "d" is the distance to the dielectric wall.

It is to this decaying electronaanetic field that the slow waves

couole. The fields are sketchei in fiiure 71-2.

Tnere is one further complication. A real electron hean

cannot Qass aruitrarily close to tne vacuu.n-dielectric interface.

Space cnarge effects are one reason for tnis. Early electrons

caugnt on tne insulating surface repel later electrons. Ae nust

therefore suppose a finite gap between the Oeam edge and the

dielectric wall. This gap is of dimension Oda and has been

included in figure VI-l.

4
We have said tnat the bean couoles to a deqraded

electronagnetic field in the vacuun region. Qualitatively, this

system retains many of the features of the infinite medium. The

strength of the interaction is lessened, however. We can

incorporate this effect into our theory by lefining an effective

couoling oarameter, L)Pe .

4e use equation VI-a to average the fields in the vacuum

region over tne beam cross section. Tnis gives

W% = .o e- 8d(/- e-A': (I-
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DIELECTRIC GAP ELECTRON BEAM

DISTANCE

VI-2 Field strength vs. distance (arbitrary units)



Iere, en strenjtn if tne interaction depen-is on tne fielis

moicn tne ,ea.n actually "sees" in tne nole.

Qoviously, oean optics clays an i noortant role in t.is

ievice. Tight, well focused oeams ani narrow gaDs lead to better

coupling according to equation VI-a. Wide oeans and larle lads

yiell less lain.

The oest electron beam generator and focusini available today

dould oer~mit us b=50 iicrons and 1=0 microns for the beam

Jianeter ani gap size, respectively. These figures could be as

iarge as I centimeter and 1 millimeter, however. ,4e will use

these values to define a "best case" and a "dorst case." 30th

cases will oe examined.

Let us next use our effective coupling strength to determine

the gain characteristics of tne system. Suostituting into

equation V-. we find

x Wr

At synchronism, g can be rewritten to live

Exanination of this expression reveals one of the most serious

linitations to snort wavelengtn operation. Cou.ling strenltht



falls off at tie inhorter waveleniths until the instasilitv is

quencheS. Growtn at the very shortest wavele-iths vanishes

sinclv because there is not enouih field in the zeam region to

jrive tne interaction.

Let us try to unaerstand i.ore orecisely tne limitations

I.nBosea y tnis coupling proolen. .e define the reclorocal

quailty ot tne system by

It is this number whicn carries information aoout the feasibility

of a real laser. Assigning a phenomenological 2-laser to the

cavity shown in figure VI-l, we require that

$(LeGSe r > Qier

for break-even lain or oetter. That is, we require that the

growth of the wave oe great enough to offset frequency-deoendent

losses in a real, optical system.

For typical .iicrowave cavities, a of Ik is considered

snall. lur; is reasonable and Im is quite large. For submilli-neter

and far infrared operation, the figures may be a factor of ten

Jreater. 4e will take tne range lUk to lu0k as cnaracteristic

of a realistic laser cavity.

Our next step, then, is to examine the reciprocal Q of our

bounded system. We plot 1/Q versus i/gamma in figure VI-3 for two

35
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ia u s a - i iea fiel . iOe Araq en:y is 3overneJ Dy n e

reJireient of svncnronisn anJ so varies along the curve.

At tne extremes, the reciprocal falls to zero. ;ith it joes

the rossioility of extracting energy from the nea-m in tese

limits. For small 1/gamma, this drop reflects the l/(Iamna).5

clepenlence of the gain in the hiqh energv limit. As l/ama

aooroacnes unity, the drom is more aorut. Tnis is a threshold

effect.

Tne function reaches a broad naximum in the neighoorhood of

< =j .. Tais suggests that oea.ns in tne ran e 3'j-600 KeV

couple .ost effectively to the radiation field. These are modest

oea-z energies. A device capable of producing such beams could be

quite compact. And since synchronous frequency decreases with

increasing oeam energy, tnere seems to be no compelling reason to

9
pursue very nign energy operation . Certainly this is imoortant

for fusion applications where space and device accessability are

at a premium. It is also a clear economic advantage.

At the maximum, figure VI-3 predicts a )-theorv of about 503.

,4e have said that laser Q's of many times this figure are quite

reasonable. ie see, then, that the Cerenkov-cvclotron instab~litv

is owerful. The effect can drive even modest resonators to vield

suostantial growth.

Nnotner configuration of current interest is the lielectric-

lined circular waveguide . All the arguments of decaying field

71



and effective couzlini still hold here. In aidirion, tiere is tie

oroblen that tne plane wave oeDendence assune tnrouinout tie

theory may no longer oe valid. In ieneral, this liscren3ncv

introduces a factor e into the iain wnere P is the sower

and the axial electric field is ioverned ov the ooun4arv value

oroolen. ve nention this zrolem but will not treat it in anv way

nere. Ina proolen of fin-iinz for.n factors Wn1cn extend

calculations in tne infinite :neaiun to spacific geometries is

Leing investigated. It nay be possible to eveloa a general,

tneoretical nachinery based simply on the dispersion relation or

its derivitives. Tnis would, of course, ce of great use in the

study of different resonator structures.



Cnapter 3even

v11.1 Suln.-ary

.4e nave defined and jnderstooi a fundemental olasma

instaoility: the Cerenkov-cyclotron instability. The effect

arises when the negative energy cyclotron wave on a suoerluminal

electron beam resonates with an electromagnetic wave in the

medium.

Our model was a sim-iile one. lie considered plane

electromagnetic waves propagating through an infinite, cold sea

of electrons. A coli fluid theory described the interaction and

4 tne Jispersion relation derived in chapter three governs the

?nanoTenon.

Altnougn forward propagating radiation cannot couple to tne

slow space charge wave, we saw in chapter four that it does

couple to the slow cyclotron wave. The gain of this system is

modest, nowever. Growth rates of 10^8 to lu9 (1/sec) were

calculated. 4e argued in analogy with the oure Cerenkov results

that propagation at an angle other than zero might imorove the

situation.

~39
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'.-,is sjs icion .4as za,firie. in zna;ter five. nere de

Calcuiateu peaK gains ,nicn are one to two iriers of nagnitude

-reater tnen tnose of the forwara propagating case. Sain is an

increasing function of freqiency for general 7ro~a~ation. 2..e

3ain rises a7roximately as tne fr-.:aencv to r ie one hnalf %o~er.

Ti.is is less restrictive than tne space charge results. There,

tne lain rose as the one thiri oower of the frequencv. It is

also an imorove-nent over tne case of the forward orooagatinq

wave where the gain fell with freauencv.

We derived an explicit relation defining the infinite

nagnetic field limit. 4e found the simple result that the square

of the cyclotron frequency must be uch greater than the square

ot tne bea.n plasmaa frequency. In this limit Cerenkov-cyclotron

rowtn becomes negligiole. The slow space charge interaction

joninates.

Finally, we considereu the Possibility of a real Cerenkov-

cyclotron device. We saw that one of the major oroblems with

tnese devices is tne coupling problemn. Electron neam nodes nust

couple to radiation fields which evanesce in the beam region.

Defining an effective coupling oarameter, we were able to

incorporate this Problem into the theory. The reciorocal Q of

the interaction was introduced. W'Je required that the Q of our

laser cavity exceed the theoretical Q associated with the

instability. Laser I's of about five hundred were indicated and

tnese are quite reasonable.

tI



'r 3- stion Naveientn

Perna-s cne nost serious a-Droximation male in tnis oa!-er 23

oeen tie neglect of thermal szread in the electron oea-.. The is-

of a coll fluid Jescriotion limits tie aoolicatilitv of the

theory. e nist now lefine that li-nitation oreciselv.

-_1r cold :ean jescriction ii!lies 3 lelta function

iistrioution in velocity 3pace at C -:o Cyclotron waves on the

.)ea.,, ,jo to this picturt uy olacini soikes at

InIs is a. idealization. A iistrioucion function

cnaracterizing aay real electron beam has finite width. -e denote

that spread in velocity space oy and snow cola anJ warim beam

distributions in fi;ure VII-I.

le now have a criterion by whicn to evaluate the coldness of

the beam. .ie require that the snread in velocity owin3 to thermal

notion of the electrons Ie small comnared to tie soread

associated with the normal mode of oscillation. vnoolicallv,

.4 1 I-a
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Cold Beam
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Warn Beam
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Figure VII-l Cold and warm beam distribution functionis
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3 definition de also have

aniIa

K, 71 es'red

Sirustitutin3 tnese into equation vIi-a, we require

r r) c

wnere 2is the Larmor radius.

Wavelengths far ir excess of the transition wavelength are

well described by the present theory. Wavelengths slightly

greater than 2-transition are qualitatively well described by

our cold fluid theory although the actual gain may be reduced.

4unerical analysis nas shown this reduction to be on the order of

fifty percent. wavelengths oelow tne transition are badly

uescrioed oy the present theory.

Since the gain extracted from a cold oeam always exceed warm

oean 3rowtl, it is of interest to specify the transition

*avelengtn. This, in turn, will define the limit of applicability

ot the tneory presented in this paper. Reasonable experimental

oaraneters give a /-cyclotron of one centimeter. Now - is a

numoer of order unity and so our transition wavelength depends

93
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crucially Dn tne enargy szreaJ--J. I =ruJ=E electron iun iives

an enerji szreaa at aoout one oercent. Less than 3ne zercent

is certainly attainaole. 4e use this "worst case" value in Dur

eApression for a-transition to give

And so wavelengths far into the submillimeter are well

iescrioed oy ot cold oean analysis. This is extremely oronising.

.e nave seen that suostantial gains are oredicted. The Jiscovery

that these predictions hold for waveleniths as short as one

hundred nicrons bodes ierv wel' for the device.

v11.3 Conclusions

Finally, we point out that a Zerenkov-cyclotron free electron

4laser is an intrinsically nign frequency jevice. For a given beam

energy, tne intersection of tne slo4 cyclotron line with the free

wave dispersion relation occurs at a greater frequency than tne

intersection with the slow soace cnar]e line.

Uso, an electron beam seems "colder" to cyclotron dave tian

it does to the space charge wave. 4e can see this by recalling

the Jerivation of the transition davelenqth oresented above. ;ad

we required that the distribution function lie between lelta

functions oositioned not at ±c ,but at 30 -4 0

94
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.e .o nav,¢ toinj a transizion 4aveiengtn of azoat 5 )jicro.s.

Since gain fro n a colj oeam is always greater tnan ;ain fro- a

4ar.m 3ea.n, tnis is a great advantage.

.ve know that substantial :ain is oossiole at 1!mn

frequencies. 4e also know that oroolems associated with r real

Jevice can linit that gain. Havini oriefv exa-nined one su c

oroblem, the couolini oroblep ani fojndv it to be tolerable, we

conclude tnat the Zerenkov-cyclotron instazilitv could be

exploited to great advantage in a free electron laser system.
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A High Power Cerenkov Maser Oscillator

S. Von Laven, J. Branscum, J. Golub, R.

Layman, J. Walsh, Dartmouth College, Hanover,

New Hampshire 03755

An electron beam driven,

dielectric-lined waveguide has produced

30-100 kW of coherent radiation over an

octave band on the TM 0 1 mode of the

waveguide. Operation on the TM 0 2 mode has

been realized as well. Impedance mismatches

at the ends of the liner section provide a

reflected signal, which undergoes

amplification during successive passes.

Recent experimental work in the production of stimulated

Cerenkov radiation has upheld predictions with regard to output

frequency and determined rough threshold beam parameters. New

data demonstrate the high power and wide tunability obtainable

through the Cerenkov interaction.

The Cerenkov radiation that is generated when a beam of

charged particles posses at superluminal velocity through or near

a dielectric can, in turn, modulate the beam. Some of the

radiation must be constrained to propagate in the volume occupied

-1-1-- I -



by the beam. The nature of the beam modulation is an axial

bunching, which enhances the intensity of subsequent radiation.

Beams of sufficient current density, which are strongly coupled

to the radiation field, will achieve a growth rate for this

Cerenkov instability sufficient to overcome the various loss

mechanisms. Discussion of the theoretical background pertaining

to this device has been presented earlier.2

The work described here employs a pulsed, 1-40 ampere beam

of 100-250 keV electrons directed along the axis of a dielectric

lined circular waveguide. The pulse duration is about four

microseconds. Design details of the electron beam generator are

described in an eailier article.
1

The waveguide geometry is such that lowest order,

azimuthally symmetric, transverse magnetic modes will have a

large axial electric field amplitude in the beam volume, even

when the phase velocity of the mode is less than c. The strength

of the Cerenkov interaction is greatest for phase velocities

slightly less than the beam velocity. Since the phase velocity

of any of the waveguide modes decreases with increasing

frequency, a favorable scaling law is obtained for output

frequency with respect to beam energy for a given dielectric

liner.

Quartz (E=3.78), stycast (E=5), and boron nitride (i:L4.2)

liners of several thicknesses have been employed. Frequency

measurements are made with a mechanically driven, free space,

Fabry-Perot interferometer.3 Power measurements are made with

*1 -2-
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calibrated lengths of a lossy material and either square-law

detector diodes or a pyro-electric energy meter.

For almost every dielectric liner used, the fundamental

output frequency is near the frequency at which the TMO1 mode is

synchronous with the beam. Figures la,lb, and Ic show the

frequencies obtained in 12.5 mm diameter waveguide. A large

systematic offset is noted for the case of the 3 mm quartz liner.

A surface charge build-up on the quartz is suspected of

decelerating the beam to velocities synchronous with the observed

output. The problem nearly disappears for 2 mm quartz. The

longitudinal electric field associated with the 1 mm liner

geometry is too weak to give good coupling for the beam energy

employed. At the higher voltages and currents which are

necessary, the beam generator's performance is less consistent.

Thus the probability of recording a noise-free interferogram,

requiring approximately 1000 shots, is low.

The general behavior of the power as a function of beam

current for the 2 mm quartz liner is shown in Figure 2. In a

separate, absolute measurement with the same liner geometry, a 12

A, 115 keV beam generated 30 kW of radiation at 50 Ghz. The

power is consistent with the power which would be produced by a

strongly bunched beam (n=n 0 exp{-i(wt-kz)}). 4 Powers up to 100 kW

were obtained at lower frequencies for 3 mm thick boron nitride

in the 12.5 mm diameter waveguide. Power is often sufficient to

cause atmospheric breakdown in X-band waveguide.

•-3-



The range of frequencies obtainable on a single mode has

reached nearly an octave. In some of the 12.5 mm diameter

waveguide experiments and in a 9.5 mm waveguide experiment, it

has been possible to suppress the TM01 mode and observe coupling

to the TM02 mode. (Fig. Ic,d) Frequencies between 100 and 120 GHz

have been attained. The power appears to be less than that

obtainable on the TM01 mode, but still significant. Output of

still lower apparent power has been observed through a 200 GHz

filter with the 2 mm quartz liner 12.5 mm wave!uide. All the

shorter wavelength power measurements are made with 1N53 diodes

in a Ka band mount. This system is difficult to calibrate when

it is far out of band. The voltage response generated at these

short wavelengths would have corresponded to one-tenth to one-

quarter of the power measured in the 8 mm region, if the

wavelengths had been in the design band of the mount. Hence, at

the shorter wavelengths the output power would, at a minimum, be

q/ in the one kW range.

The Cerenkov interaction is not continuously tunable within

a given band in the present experiment. Signals which undergo

longitudinal reflections and make many passes through the liner

section of the waveguide without suffering destructive inter-

ference reach large amplitude, as in a conventional laser. Thus

discrete cavity modes are observed rather than a continuous

waveguide spectrum.

Assume that output is generated when the beam is at its peak

energy, as in Figure 3a. A small increase in the peak energy

--
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which is insufficient to reach synchronism with the adjacent

longitudinal mode, often leads to output on the original mode.

However the output is now generated when the beam energy is at

its original peak value, earlier or later in the pulse than the

new peak, or both earlier and later. (Figures 3b,3c, and 3d)

If the effective reflectivity at either end of the liner

section is reduced, a higher beam voltage threshold is observed.

As shown in Fig. 4a a copper liner with transverse dimensions

identical to the dielectric liner is positioneri to act as an

upstream mirror. A lower reflectivity downstream is provided by

a normal dielectric-vacuum interface. The net reflectivity is

reduced by removing the copper liner or by tapering the

downstream inner diameter of the dielectric liner outward. The

data in Fig. 4b indicate the increased threshold due to tapering.

A very large current increase could probably substitute for the

voltage increase. However, such a current is not available from

our present device.

In summary, Cerenkov devices are a potentially useful member

of the family of millimeter wave sources. Peak output power at

longer wavelengths is comparable to that of other sources, such

as gyrotrons,5- and the peak efficiency (1-10%) is what would be

expected for a non-optimized traveling wave device. It also

performs well in the regime where the wavelength i.s less than the

* transverse dimension of the guide. Thus, it also shows promise

as a lower mm and sub-mm source.

Support by AFOSR contract 77-3410D is acknowledged.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1. (a) The frequency of a coupling mode is plotted vs. the

synchronous beam voltage to give a "tuning curve". The frequency

measurements made with quartz liners of one, two, and three mm

thicknesses are displayed along with the TM 01 tuning curves for

those liners. The guide diameter, 2b, is 12.5 mm. (b) Data and

TM 0 1 tuning curves for two and three mm thick boron nitride

liners in 12.5 mm guide. (c) TM 01 and TM 02 tuning curves and

data for a three mm stycast liner in 12.5 mm guide. (d) TM01

and TM 02 tuning curves and data for a 1.5 mm boron nitride liner

in 9.5 mm guide.

Fig. 2. Saturating power and measurements (+) for two mm boron

nitride with a 150 keV beam. The saturating power is evaluated

assuming a six mm beam diameter.

Fig. 3. The microwave output (bottom trace) ;ccurs when the beam

velocity (top trace indicates voltage) is synchronous with one of

the axial modes of the resonating cavity, not necessarily at the

peak beam voltage. (One microsecond per division.)

Fig. L4. (a) The cavity formed by the metal-dielectric and vacuum-

dielectric interfaces at the ends of the liner section has a

-7-



sufficient Q for oscillation, given the high gain of the Cerenkov

maser. (b) The threshold for oscillation rises for a cavity with

lower Q. The lower Q is obtained with a short taper at the

downstream end of the liner to reduce the reflected signal.
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